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ROBINSON JEFrERS AND HIS POETRY
INTRODUCTION
Robinson Jeffers is perhaps the most talked about
and yet the least understood of our contemporary American poets.
His poetry, although it has attracted wide attention, has not met
with general approval. Critics are divided into three main
camps over his poetry: one group denies the presence of art in
his work and considers his verse to be the neurotic ravings of
an obsessed mind; another circle of critics exalts Jeffers 1
poetry to the sky and looks upon him as the greatest of the
contemporary American poets. The third group takes an "on the
fence" attitude, seeing things in Jeffers that are worthwhile
and condemning others.
It is the purpose of this thesis through a study of
his' life and work to estimate the quality of Jeffers 1 contri-
butions to poetry. In order to accomplish this end an account
of his life, a study of his character, an analysis of his poetry
according to style and content and a discussion of his phil-
osophy shall be given. However, any attempt to evaluate the
v/ork of a contemporary is dangerous because of the lack of a
proper perspective. It may often be as futile as "Shovelling
smoke into the wind". Furthermore, Jeffers is only fifty years
of age and apparently has many more years of productivity before
him, Jeffers, himself , is quoted as remarking to a friend,
"Milton is a better poet than either of us and he didn't write

the poems we remember him "by -until he was over forty," (1)
Inasmuch as Robinson Jeffers' work in poetry has not yet been
completed, and inasmuch as he is too close to us for a truly
objective judgment many of the conclusions arrived at in this
thesis can not be accepted as ultimate. Nevertheless, it is
the hope of the writer that some truths which time will not
change have been discovered, and that this work may serve in
some little way to further an understanding of Robinson Jeffers
and his poetry.
(1) Powell's Robins cn Jeffers - Pa^e 3

CHAPTER I
BIOGRAPHY
John Robinson Jeffers was born in Pittsburg, Penna.,
on January 10, 1887 the first child of William Hamilton Jeffers,
49, A. B., D. D., L. L. D., and Anne Robinson Tuttie Jeffers 27.
lis parents were of English-Irish stock. At the time of
Robinson' birth, Dr. Jeffers had a professorship in the Western
Theological Seminary, a Presbyterian School in Pittsburgh. He
taught Old Testament literature and exegesis, and "was a
distinguished Theologian, the culmination of a line of devout
oalvinists. " (1)
He was also a man of wide culture and a scholar in
>reek, Latin, Arabic and Hebrew. Before he assumed his chair at
iVestern, he had been a professor of Greek and Latin, and had
traveled in Egypt, Syria and Greece. In a letter to
Lawrence Clark Powell, Dr. James A. Kelso, President of Western
Theological Seminary, who knew Dr. Jeffers as a close friend says
'I knew Dr. Jeffers quite intimately during the last five or six
years of his connection with this institution. He was a scholar
pf the old school, thoroughly versed in classical literature
and had a wonderful command in public speech of English pure
and undefiled; in fact he was able to use the choicest English
(1) Powell's Robinson Jeffers - Page 6

with perfect ease and could drop the right adjective in its
place". (1) Dr. Jeffers
,
however, was not a writer like his son.
The poet's mother also was no ordinary woman.
Ifcr. A. C. Robinson of Pittsburgh, who was a next door neighbor
of Dr. Jeffers and his family, says of her: "She was a great
woman of unusual beauty of form and character, great charm, well
educated with a finely matured mind, and a good musician. To
his heritage from her and her influence and training, Robinson
Jeffers owes much as well as to his able father". (2)
Robinson Jeffers 1 education began early. When only
five he was able to read Greek. Travel v/as an important part
of his education. In his fifth and sixth year he v/as taken to
Europe by his parents, where they visited Great Britain, France,
Switzerland and Italy. In recalling his trip some thirty three
years afterwards, Jeffers said: "I remember three things - a
pocketful of snails loosed on the walls of a kindergarten in
Zurich, paintings of Keats and Shelley hanging side by side
somev/here in London, and Arthur's Seat, the hill about Edin-
burgh" . ( 5
)
Another boy, Hamilton, was born to Dr. Jeffers and
his wife in 189 4, while they v/ere living at their country estate,
which v/as called "Twin Hallows" and which was located on the
Ohio River not far from Pittsburgh. It is here that Robinson
(1) Powell's Robinson Jeffers - Page 6
(2) From a letter by H. C. Robinson of Pittsburgh in Time
,
April 25, 1932
(3) From biographical data on dust wrapper of Roan Stallion
Volume, Modern Library Edition.
ft
learned how to swim and spent a . ood deal of energy in vain
rebellions against compulsory studiousness under paternal
authority.
The three years, from twelve to fifteen, Robinson
spent in Europe in boarding schools at Geneva, Lausanne,
Zurich and Leipzig. Much of his time was devoted to swimming
the lakes and climbing mountains which he usually did alone.
His teachers gave him the nickname of "The Little Spartan".
In the summer he was joined by his father and together they
took manj walking trips in the Alps,
In 1902 at the age of fifteen, Robinson returned to
the United States to enter the University of Western Penn-
sylvania. He was so well versed in the languages of the
countries he had lived in that according to those who knew him
well, he was able to think in Italian, French and German. The
next year Dr. Jeffers, on account of his health, was forced to
resign from active duty as a professor and move with his family
to a warmer climate at Pasadena, California. It is here that
the poet saw for the first time, the Pacific Ocean which v/as to
play such an important part in his life and poetry and which
he later was to hail as "the one ocean". (1) He continued his
college education by registering as a junior in Occidental
College, a small Presbyterian College in Highland Park on the
outside of Los Angeles.
(1) See Bennett* s Robinson Jeffers end the Sea for an
excellent discussion of the influence of the sea on
Robinson Jeffers.

Jeffers proved to be a brillant student, particularly
excelling in such studies as Biblical Literature and Grounds of
Christian and Theistic Belief. He did well in other fields:
Economics
,
Geology, Surveying, Rhetoric, History, Greek Ethics
etc. He was reserved but well liked by his fellow-clas smates
.
It was only natural that because of his background he should
have been looked upon as a little different by a student of a
small Western College. Nevertheless, he did take part in
student activities and was called "Jeff" by his college mates.
In college he v/rote verses for publication in the
student paper, of which he was the editor. These poems were
steeped in Biblical and Classical lore. "His love for poetry
deepened, and a passion for nature which had been fostered by
the Alps, embraced the mountains of southern California". (1)
He received his A. B. degree from Occidental College
in June 1905, and the following year he entered the graduate
school of the University of California in Los Angeles to study
for a K. A. degree in letters. Here he studied English, Oratory
Spanish and even enrolled in a Gymnasium class. The most sig-
nificant event of this period was his meeting of Una Carl Kuster
who later was to be his wife.
Una was Jeffers' senior in age and v/as married to a
young lawyer, "Teddy" Kuster, Despite her duties at home she
found time to continue her education. The Kusters were
(1) Powell's R. Jeffers

accustomed to converse in German together, and until Jeffers 1
joined her German class Una had been the star pupil. The
knowledge of the language and the beautiful accent which he had
acquired during his student days at Zurich made him stand out in
this class room, Una v/as moved by his brillance, handsomeness
and reticence. Her interest led to a friendship, that was
strengthened by a mutual love of music and literature for Una
v/as highly cultured. "She v/as not only cultured but beautiful
with her long braids wrapped around her c:racious head, her
perfectly arched brows , Grecian eyes, well formed nose and
curved mouth". (1)
In 1907 Jeffers left with his parents for Europe,
where he intended to ent :-.v the University of Zurich. However,
i he did not like the ctiriculum of the school, and prefering
-
freedom from parental supervision, he returned to Los Angeles
and became a student in the College of Medicine at the University
1 of California. He had no desire to become a physician but v/as
interel£ed in medicine as a science. This interest of Jeffers
in science, especially that of medicine, is reflected in his
poetry. He probably "brought to his poetry, a better grasp of
scientific knowledge than any other contemporary v/riter of
verse". (2)
He completed his pre-medical work in 19C9
,
and was
(1) Bennett's R. Jerfers and The Sea - Page 9
(2) Niven Bush, Jr's "Duel on A Headland". Sat .
Rev, of Lit. March 9, 1935
*
admitted into the College of Physicians and Surgeons. Among the
studies which he pursued were the following: Physiology,
Embryology, Materia Medica, Pharmacology, Bacteriology, Dietetics
Chemistry and Pathology. While here, Jeffers formed a friendship
with Dr. Lyman P. Stookey, Professor of Bacteriology, in whose
home he boarded. To his best student Dr. Stookey was ac-
customed to give the key of his house which allowed entrance at
all hours. Jeffers won this key and according to Dr. Stookey
he stood the highest in his class and v/as a diligent and willing
worker. Dr. Stookey taught Jeffers wrestling, at which sport
Jeffers became so accomplished that he won the championship of
the University. Besides wrestling the poet v/as fond of long-
distance running, swimming and canoeing.
Although he was a member of a social and professional
fraternity, Jeffers did not mingle much with his fellow students.
He was shy and reserved. Some of the students thought him a
snob but those who had the privilege of his close acquaintance
respected and admired him. Jeffers 1 chief characteristic
according to Dr. Stookey, was his self-consciousness. He was an
introvert with an inferiority complex and would sit smoking with
a friend wordless for hours. Of new girls he was shy, but once
laving made their acquaintance he was an attentive and faithful
friend. He always displayed thoughtfulness and consideration of
other people, and he was very much averse to luxury and
ostentation.

During all this time his love for poetry and nature
was deepening, and he was writing constantly. He refused to be
satisfied with his work, however, and was always seeking to
improve it. His analytical mind and high ideals made satis-
faction impossible. "He had a passion for birds, winds
,
sunsets,
long solitary walks, and would go alone on trips afoot or on
horseback into the mountains". (1) In the summer months he lived
at Hermosa Beach on Redondo Bay, an hour ! s drive from Los Angeles
Here he boarded with a Mrs. Nash whom he called his stepmother.
"On that blue Pacific Bay he roamed tVie wharves and hobnobbed
with longshoremen unloading fragrant Oregon pine from coastal
schooners, or drank with them at night in waterfront saloons". (2)
In 1910 at the age of 23, Jeffers made a most sign-
ificant decision. He decided that his chief interest in life
was poetry and not medicine, and as a result he withdrew from
medical school to devote his time wholly to writing. He moved
with his parents to Seattle, where he registered in the School
of Forestry at the University of Washington for the sole reason
of getting outdoor exercise that would counteract the hours
which he had to spend at his desk. He studied there for one
year taking such subjects as Silviculture, Forest Utilization,
Botany and Surveying. Although Jeffers had a great love for and
a keen interest in forests, he did not like the sttidy of forestry
(1) Powell^ Jeffers - Page 12
(2) Ibid Page 12

because he had to study mathematics and plan to cut down trees -
two things for which he had no relish v/hatsoever. (1)
He then returned to Hermosa Beach where he passed
his time in writing poetry, swimming and drinking. Ever since
their first meeting in the University of Southern California,
Una Carl Kuster and Jeffers had been in love but their affair
was hindered by the fact that Una was married. Until she was
able to obtain her divorce in 1913, Una and Jeffers went through
a most trying period. Jeffers* first volume of poetry Flagons
and Apples gives us an excellent picture of Jeffers' distress
during this period.
With the death of a cousin of his maternal grand-
father in 1911, Jeffers inherited a fairly substantial legacy.
The income from this legacy was sufficient enough so that he
could devote himself wholly to writing without fear of financial
straits. He published his first volume of poetry Flagons and
Apples in 1912, after which he returned to the University of
Washington with the hope that the study of Zoology, Law and
Forestry would take his mind off Una who was in Europe.
Jeffers and Una Carl were finally married in Tacoma
on August 12, 1913. "Thus after many obstacles and against the
advice of friends and relatives the determined lovers were
legally joined". (2) They had intended to live in England but
(1) Jeffers hated all despoilers of nature. This attitude
is reflected in his poetry, e
.
g. "Thurso ' s Landing".
(2) Powell's Jeffers

the war chanced their plans. Someone informed them about Carmel
and they went down to California to look it over. Jeffers tells
us that as soon as he saw it he knew it was where he was always
going to live. In his condensed autobiography Jeffers says:
"We were going to England in the autumn of 1914. But the August
news turned us to this village of Carmel, instead; and when the
stage-coach topped the hill from Monterey, and we looked dovm
through the pines and sea-fogs on Carmel Bay, it was evident
that we had come without knowing it to our inevitable place". (1)
"There on the ocean's edge, Jeffers has lived ever since
identifying himself with the C alifornian rocks and headlands'.' (2
)
Carmel-by-the Sea in Monterey county has been Jeffers
home for twenty-three years. In that time he has seen it trans-
formed from an obscure hamlet to a publicized artist colony.
Jeffers v/rites of this region: "The Santa Lucian hills over-
look the Carmel River and extend southward along the coast.
Their northernmost slopes are pine-crested; the valleys beyond
are forested with redwoods (sequoias) and oaks and Santa
Lucian firs. This region and the penisula (Monterey Penisula)
are made aerially beautiful by cloud-play and the frequent
ocean mists. The clouds often hang low, half veiling the hills;
yet the atmosphere is singularly transparent, and I have been
astonished by the brilliancy of the sky, during thunderstorms
(1) I>ust 'wrapper of Roan Stallion Volume
(2) Untermeyer's Critical Anthology , Page 26
-9-

in heavy and. starless nights". (1)
In his poetry Jeffers celebrates the phenomena of
this region* One cannot hope to understand the poetry of
Robinson Jeffers without first knowing Carmel-by-the Sea. The
influence of this region upon Jeffers 1 verse shall be fully
discussed in another chapter. (2)
Many other American writers have known the Monterey
Peninsula: Bert£ Hftrte, Hark Twain, George Sterling, Sinclair
Lev/is and others. "Sterling's poetry is in a way, a prelude
to that of Jeffers - a murmuring in the thin reeds before the
deep pipes thundered. Whereas San Francisco born, Robert Froat
migrated eastward to become the poet of New England, Robinson
Jeffers traded the smoke of Pittsburgh for the sea-fog of
Car:r_el and became the first poet of the Pacific". (3).
When the Jeffers first made their home in Cannel,
they lived in a small log house in a pine wood. In its way it
was as individual and colorful as Tor House, but it was not
close enough to the sea for Jeffers and it is of "tremendous
significance that after a few years he built Tor House - that
unusual little home of stones on a continent's edge, where
he and Una and the twins live today. For it was no ordinary
stone house - its stones were dra ™ed by the poet's own hands
from the sea-wasted situs to enclose the persons and evolutions
(1) Prose note in Californians volume - Pages 215-216
(2) For an excellent discussion of the relation of the
Carmel region to the poetry of Jeffers see "Robinson
Jeffers' Tragic Terror" by Benjamin DeCasseres -
Bookman, November, 1927.
(3) Powell's Robinson Jeffers "The Man and His Work page 36.
1I
of Jeffers and his family". (1)
Niven Bush, Jr., says of Tor House: "It stands on a
small Pacific headland, squat and overbuilt as a fortress,
wearing the inevitable air of the home-made and clinging tight
to the earth with its chunky tower, as though pressed down by
the weight of the sky above it". (2) It took three years to
complete the house. Jeffers believed in building for per-
nancy. "That house offers a more personal explanation of
Jeffers than any of his poetry. He built it as if it were to
be his memorial, working to despite an antagonist whose power
obsessed him since boyhood and whom he has elected to defy as
violently and relentlessly as if he were a knightly champion
standing forth in single combat in behalf of the whole race of
man. Time itself is his opponent, the spectre of mortality
enormous in black armor towering at a sword ! s salute to face
him on the tide-rocks of that bleak beach". (3)
The World War was a most significant event in the
life of Robinson Jeffers because of the tremendous influence it
had on his verse. His attitude toward the war is well illus-
trated in a letter to Lawrence Powell from Una Jeffers: "It
seemed to him that war was unavoidable as the world was (and
is) arranged. He thought in 1916 that our entrance into the
(1) Bennett T s Robinson Jeffers & The Sea - Page 3
(2) Niven Bush, Jr. "Duel on A Headland 1 - Sat . Rev. of
Lit . March 9, 1935 - page 533
(3) Ibid

war on one side or the other was unavoidable, (Is not so sure
of that now). He disliked the cant of our neutrality, followed
by the cant of our belligerency. My husband felt no con-
scientious scruples against taking part in the v/ar, but did not
enlist in the ranks because v/e had little money and no immediate
expectation of more and our twin boys were infants. After
suffering considerable disturbance of mind, he made various
unsuccessful applications for training for a commission; he
was examined for aviation and rejected for high blood pressure.
However, he had been provisionally accepted for balloon service
and v/as awaiting instructions when peace was declared.
"The conflict of motives on the subject of going to
war or not was probably one of the several factors that about
this time made the world and his own mind more real and intense
to him. Another factor was the building of Tor House. As he
helped the masons shift and place the v/ind and ware-worn granite
I think he realized some kinship with it and became aware of
strengths in himself unknown before. Thus at the age of thirty-
one there came to him a kind of awakening such as adolescents
and religious converts are said to experience". (1)
The Jeffers did not leave Carmel-by-the Sea even
for travel until 1929 when they spent a year in Great Britain
and Ireland with their two sons. Although Jeffers went to
(1) Powell's Jeffers - Page 16

Ireland for the sake of his wife, it was not lon^; before the
place captivated him. His vist to Ireland and England is well
reflected in his volume of poetry Jescent to the Dead , In
recent years the Jeffers family has spent summer vacations at
Taos, New Mexico. At the time of this writing the Jeffers
family still makes itshome in Cannel, California and there is
no indication that it ever shall be different.

CHAPTER II
JEFr ERS THE LAN
In the discussion of the life of Robinson Jeffers
many references to the character of the man were given. It is
the purpose of the following paragraphs to make Jeffers the
Man more real to the reader by presenting the conclusions and
opinions of people who have had the privilege of Jeffers 1
acquaintance.
It has been stated that Jeffers, in his college
days, was a very reserved and self-conscious lad. It is not to
be inferred that this precocious boy, who graduated from college
at eighteen and wrote verses during his undergraduate years,
was in any way effeminate or a weakling. A revealing character
portrayal of Jeffers, the student, is the following description
of Jeffers by a fellow classmate who along with others went on
a camping trip with Jeffers: "He was, as a matter of fact,
physically very strong and had almost unlimited endurance. I
think at that time he weighed about 175 or 180 pounds and he
could travel all day with a heavy pack on his back without
showing any sign of fatigue. The most vivid picture I have of
him is of a tall loose- j ointed individual wearing a very dirty
shirt swinging along over the mountain trails with a stride that
made it difficult for the rest of us to stretch our legs to
equal, a pack on his back and this pack a gunny-sack with two
*
or three frying pans and a coffee pot that banned and clattered
with every step he took, hatless and bursting away every now
and then into a long quotation of poetry from Tennyson or
Homer or some other of the great poets, Jeffers seemed almost
incapable of fatigue and possessed a perfectly surprising
amount of energy. He was friendly and companionable and always
ready to do his share about the camp but never self-assertive.
Even with us on such a trip he was reserved and one could of
course recognize that he lived largely within himself", (l)
Robinson Jeffers, today, is fifty years old, a
little over six feet and weighs 167 pounds. Niven Eush, Jr.,
describes him as follows: "He is very handsome, Acquiline
features and high cheekbones and the shape of his head give
him a resemblance to the American Indian, which is fairly
common in people of Scotch-Irish stock - and this resemblance
is carried out in the expression of patience and watchfulness
characteristic of his rather wasted face. His eyes are long
and narrow and their pupils are clouded. His hands have been
enlarged by manual labor. In manner he is observant, self-
conscious and gentle; he choses his words carefully; he does
not like to talk much". (2)
John S. Ivlaynard in his article "Robinson Jeffers
Receives A Convert" quotes a most interesting letter sent to
him by a gentleman who had the privilege of visiting Jeffers
(1) Quoted by Powell's R. Jeffers Man and His Work -pages
19-20. Letter by Robert Cleland, present Dean of
Occidental College to Lawrence Clark Powell.
(2) Bookman, March 9, 1927 - Page 533

-16-
at Carmel. (1) This man goes to Carmel with blasphemy on his
lips for the poetry of Jeffers and he returns praising Jeffers
and his verse. It is most significant that those who kncv
Jeffers as a man arc the ones who sing the highest praises of
of his verse . Of Jeffers 1 home the visitor says it is "quite
the finest location in Carmel Bay, which is of pure color,
being cobalt . . . there are rock cliffs directly below his
home . . .the water runs in between the rocks like long green
tongues, depending of course on the sea . . . the walls of
his house are six feet thick . . . the color of the paint on
the sign erected by Mr, Jeffers advising picknickers to desist
from scattering papers on a privately owned beach". . . is . .
"exact shade of grey of the rocks of the beach, and the house
and the lookout".
He tells how Jeffers took him up to the top of the
lookout and told him how he (Jeifers) liked to sit at night
up there on the roof and "watch the rum runners making for
Point Lobos . . . watch the winking lights of the revenue
cutters giving chase. Sometimes there would be yells and
shots". Jeffers seemed quite at his ease; "his voice seemed
colorless at times and then at other times quietly dramatic".
He told his visitor about the great swells of water that
sv/eep around the house and the look-out on stormy nights and
(1) Overland Monthly, August 1928, page 279 - 280

days. He spoke about the stars and said briefly "the stars
and. constellations were the only tangible things on earth that
could consistently fascinate Sterling".
The guest felt that Jeffers 1 eyes "were witness to
the existence of beauty that lives in poetry". He seemed "not
to be looking at you when he was - because of the half-hidden
eyes that are gray rimmed with black rings" . . . "his hand-
shake, so unaffected and so unnoticeable, but the big knuckles
were plainly felt by me the first time".
The eyes of Jeffers fascinate this visitor as they
have others who have met Jeffers. He decided that there was
"no figure or adjective worthy of being used to describe his
eyes, lost in the shadow of their haze. . . eyes in a mist
of tears . . . now blue smoke, now gray smoke".
"His walk is like the wind - a cultivated walk, and
moves with the same rhythm of his poetry. . . His walk is the
imitation of the movement of running water . . or the winds".
His hands are like the gray rocks of the house and
give evidence of much handling of rocks . . . They are "brown
. . . long thumbs, saddleback thumbs and cushion tipped
fingers". At the conclusion of the letter the writer tells
of a hike he took with Jeffers.
Robinson Jeffers knows the v/ild coastal country
south and east of his house as well as the oldest native.

He is in the habit of taking lone hikes back into the hills
through the dark redwood canyons and up the trails branching
from the road to Point Sur. Host of these hikes the poet takes
alone. He is in many ways a recluse, and takes no part in the
affairs of the little village of Carmel. His wife is the link
between the "bustling little art colony of Carmel" and the
lonely house on the headland. She knows everybody and brings
home the gossip,
Jeffers spends most of his evenings reading aloud
any book that may interest him. Before retiring he reads over
tiis current manuscript. Rarely does he attend any social
functions. He once accepted an invitation to attend a reception
in hen^r of Ramon Novarro in San Francisco, but he backed out
when he heard that he was expected to stay for lunch. So
desirous of privacy is he that he has screened three sides of
his house by planting two thousand little fir trees that have
grown into a dense thicket. His own family is a complete
shut-in community. The boys Gareth and Dolan have their father's
temperament, and are silent, deliberate and shy. Because
Jeffers does not mix much with the natives of Carmel, they do
not know him well* This anti -social trait of Jeffers, along
with his habit of calling places by real names and describing
them as they are, often gets him in bad with the people. For
example take the case of the man on whose ranch he placed the
Cauldwell family. Hearing that his home had been celebrated
*
in verse, this man asked questions until he got information
about the plot of "Tamar" (narrative poem dealing with subject
of incest). He felt bitter about it and declared: "That's the
hell of a thing to write about a fellow's ranch."
Any character study of Jeffers must reveal the
facts that he is a man of unusually fine mental and physical
powers, and that he is reserved, self cons cious
;
and shy,
preferring the life of a comparative recluse to that of a more
social man. It will become evident as we go on that a knowledge
of the life and character of Robinson Jeffers is indispensible
for an understanding of his work.

CHAPTER III
SURVEY OF HIS WORK
The work of Robinson Jeffers in poetry has been
divided into three periods: 1) Early love lyrics 2) Idealistic
poems of early manhood in praise of rural life and in worship of
beauty in nature 3) Post-War poems of full maturity which treat
sex frankly in regioial narratives, and draw upon science,
history, nature and contemporary events for material, (l)
It is the belief of some critics and the writer,
that the poems of the third period owe their unique charac-
teristics to the war. The war developed in the poet an acute
sense of the painful tragedy of existence. He lost the idealism
that was his before the war and in its place there comes " a
grave detached sympathy for mankind". "His mature work is a
skillful blending of the familiar and exalted which suits the
changed temper of a new day that is repelled by mere heroics
yet craves a lift above realism". (2)
Flagons and Apples, Jeffers 1 first volume of poetry
was published in 1912 by the Grafton Publishing Company in
Los Angeles. It contains thirty three lyrics v/hich make up the
poetry of his early period of writing. At best it is an
1) Powell makes this division in his volume on Jeffers.
2) Powell's Jeffers - page 29
<
undistinguished first volume, its chief claim to fame being its
autobiographical significance. The lyrics are conventional in
form and are all concerned v/ith frustrated love. The poems
indicate the acute pain of the author over his love affair.
Jeffers denies in an Epilogue that the poems have any autobio-
graphical significance, but hardly anyone who is acquainted v/ith
the events of his life in this period will not see a very close
relationship between the impeded love affair of Jeffers and Una
Kuster, and these poems. The volume as a whole does have the
virtues of emotional intensity and a passionate, lucid sincer-
ity, but is handicapped by a lack of originality.
Nature is used in these poems chiefly for background
purposes, and it is the more obvious forms of nature that are
employed, such as dawn, sunset, night, stars, seasons and winds.
Jeffers is too much occupied v/ith his distress over love to
notice the less obvious phenomena of nature, such as flowers,
birds and trees. The sea is present in almost every poem
(these lyrics were v/ritten at Kermosa Beach) either as back-
ground or as a figure. The attachment of Robinson Jeffers for
the sea starts with his first volume. Helba E. Bennett has seen
such significance in Jeffers' love of the sea and his verse,
that she has devoted an entire book to its consideration. (1)
Jeffers was a student of the classics and it is only
natural that we should find several allusions to the classics
in this volume, but it is far from being burdened v/ith classicism
(1) Melba Bennett's Robinson Jeffers and the Sea
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Despite his religious background Flagons and Apples does not
reveal Jeffers as adherring to the orthodox conception of God
as a "God of love"; rather we see him wavering between a "wild
and cruel and occult God" - a thundering Jehovah - and the many
gods of classic antiquity. Furthermore, despite his religious
training, Jeffers apparently has failed to find the answer to
the problem of good and evil.
"There is no God will tell us now
If I did wrong, if I did right.
All the ancient Gods have studies how
To make wrong mix with right
Day mix with night." (1)
As Powell points out, Jeffers is not only suffering
frorri the pangs of love, but is distressed by a conflict between
his reason and his inherited religious faith.
With the publishing of his second volume of poetry
in 1916 this mental struggle is over. In the Calif
o
rnians
he has resolved his philisophical dilemna and his philosophy
is consistent and affirmative. His God is still unorthodox,
but now Jeffers is sure of his Deity. He believes in a
"Universal Power" that endures forever from which man gains
dignity because he is part of it. This sounds very much like
Pantheism.. Immortality he thinks is a delusion; the rev/ards of
life, he finds, are in life itself, in strength, love and
beauty. Essentially the faith of Jeffers as expressed in
Californians is non-human and fatalistic.
(1) From poem "The Night" in Flagons and Apples
-*
It seems peculiar that despite contemporary movements
for more original verse, Jeffers should, have written the
Californians in the traditional style. It is full of "poetic
diction"; he employs such old formal rhyme schemes as terza-
s
rima, Spenserian stanza and regular blank verse. Undoubtedly
the meagre reception accorded the book was due to its close
imitation of traditional styles and lack of originality.
Critics have divided the contents of Californians
into three general groups; 1) Narratives of Californian folk
e.g, "The Vardens", 2) Songs in description of nature e.g.
"Eucalytus Trees", and 3) Odes and other long poems addressed
to people e.g. "Dream of the Future" (To Una Jeffers). Despite
its apparent faults the Californians indicates Jeffers ' develop-
ment since he wrote Flagons and Apples . "His own emotional life
being happily resolved by marriage, he is free to explore the
external world for the stuff of poetry and the beautiful coast
on v/hich he lives forms an ideal decor for his passionate
imagination." (1)
It is interesting to note that this volume is Jeffers'
most optimistic work; pessimism being his characteristic in the
majority of his poems. He even expresses a faith in mankind
and a determination to praise its glories in verse.
"Here gladly would I rest and in high verse -
Vftienas the quickening spirit should have wrought
Into full ripeness the hoarded patient thought -
Of human fates rehearse
Their majesty, that needs nor God nor gcal." (2)
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 38
(2) From "Ode on Human Destinies" -page 207 in Californians
(
The European war troubles him although he does wel-
come it as a sort of "house cleaner", but it has not yet shaken
his faith in man. The homely virtues of the Californian
coastal folk are evidence to Jeffers of man's nobility.
Finally it may be said that in spite of its defects
Californian
s
has some virtues such as rich melody, original
themes if not original treatment, and emotional intensity, and
is an improvement over his first volume,
Jeffers' third volume of verse did not come until
eight years later. During this interval tremendous changes
were going on in Jeffers ' ideas about poetry and in his philos-
ophy of life, and these changes are reflected in his poetry.
When Tamar and Other Poems appeared in 1924 it caused an over-
night sensation. The following year it was reprinted with the
addition of a new poem under the title of "Roan Stallion, Tamar
and Other Poems". "This, it was evident at once, was masculine
poetry, stark, even terrible in its intensities, Jeffers piles
on his catastrophes with little humor and less restraint - but
his verse nevertheless has elemental pov/er. He combines two
almost contrary types of strength: the impetuous American and
the stoic Greek." (1)
The following lines tell how "Tamar" affected one
critic: "The amorous language in "Tamar" was very disturbing.
I remember when I read certain lines, I, with as quiet deter-
mination as I could muster, carefully laid aside the book and
(1) Untermeyer ' s Critical Anthology page 400

looked at myself in the mirror for fully five minutes, at the
end of which time I shamed myself by repeated crookings of my
right index finger pointed at my reflection in the mirror." (1)
Let us consider the changes in Jeffers 1 verse that
resulted in his third volume and caused such a sensation. First,
instead of continuing rhyme, Jeffers gives'/up for an original
system of "accentual prosody". Likewise he abandons use of
"poetic diction" for the use of "a simple, declarative and at
times coloquial manner of writing."
Not only the style of his poetry but also the content
is markedly changed. The Roan Stallion edition is made up of
narratives of the Carmel coast, lyrics, and a dramatic narrative
"The Tower Beyond Tragedy" (2) "From rural idylls ruined by
city-dwellers, the narratives become stark, realistic tales of
morbid psychology and the emotional abberations of the coastal
ranchfolk". Jeffers makes much use of sexual themes in this
volume. "in his frank use of sexual themes Jeffers profits by
the freedom from Victorian prudery, pioneered in literature by
Zola, Hardy, and George Moore, and Dreiser in America, and
given a scientific basis by such men as Havelock Ellis and
Freud." (3)
(1) Maynard f s R. Jeffers Receives A Convert page 279
(2) This is Jeffers ' version of the two plays of
Aeschylus: "The Agamennon" and "The Libation Bearers"
(5) Powell's Jeff
e
rs page 40

In the narratives Jeffers makes much use of dreams,
..any of the characters have dreams or better still "symbolical
nightmares". The influence of t'reud, Jung and other aream
psychologists is apparent throughout these poems. Although
Jeffers did use incest as a theme (in a mild way J in the
Californians , in the Roan a tall ion , 'iamar volume its use is
most vivid and realistic.
Not only does this volume show changes in Jeffers
'
style and content but it also marks a change in his philosophy.
As is evidenced by a study of his life, Jeffers has always been
anti-social in character, prefering isolation and solitude to
society. .Previous to this volume Jeffers had no hatred for
mankind in general despite his unsocial attitude. But now his
unsocial way of life is reinforced with an unsocial philosophy
that remains to this day one of Jeffers 1 outstanding character-
istics. To him cities are dens of evil and full of vice, and
the fact that cities exist is evidence of the decadence of our
civilization. His earlier faith in the nobility of man is
completely lost and is supplanted by such utterances as:
"Humanity is the
start of the race; I say
Humanity is the mold to break a.vay from, the crust
to break through, the coal to break into fire,
the atom to be split
what is humanity in this
cosmos? For him (God) the last
Least taint of a trace in the dregs of the solution;
for itself,

the mold to break aw a./ from, the coal
To break into fire, the atom to be split", (lj
The God that Jeffers believes in is an impersonal
God - a God formulated from the modern sciences - a Deity
"whose essence and end is beauty" and a God v/hom Jeffers
worships with great passion.
As has been stated before, the war seems to have been
responsible for Jeffers" loss of faith in humanity and the
marked change in his verse. .Powell among other critics ad-
vocates this theory. "I look upon the war of 1914-18 as
responsible for Jeffers' disillusionment* That time of folly,
when the human race butchered ten million of its members,
killed idealism in many a young artiste breast . . . and
Jeffers did not escape. His first reaction to the war was a
romantic one, and we have seen he even wanted to enlist. in
retrospect, however, he saw the insane horror of it all, and
as the smoke of propoganda cleared the futility of the struggle
became apparent". [2) Even to this day Jeffers is vehement in
his hatred of war.
The religious training of Jeffers is apparent in this
volume not in Jeffers' affirmation of it, but in his denial
and reaction from the orthodox views of his father. Jeffers
has a religion but as the reader has already seen it is quite
unorthodox. Roan stallion, Tamar and uther Foems and all
(1) Jeffers' Roan Stallion , Tamar & Other Poems, pages 19-2D
(2) Powell's Jeffers page 4£

succeeding volumes show a strange combination of the religious
and the exotic. "Jeffers is a twentieth century, post-war
Puritan in whom mingle the twin streams of passion and humility,
Se is in some v/ays a modern Milton". (1)
The success of this volume of Jeffers 1 poetry has
been so marked that in 1935 a popular edition v/as brought out
by the Modern Library. This is an excellent reprint and has
an introduction by Jeffers. The poems In the Roan Stallion
volume are not of equal worth: many of them like the "Coast
Range Christ", "Fauna',' "llal Paso Bridge", "Song of Dead Lien"
are still influenced by the unoriginal style of the Cali-
fornians .
-
Nevertheless, "Roan Stallion", "Tamar", "Night",
"Continent's End" and others are to be considered as among the
best verse that Jeffers has written.
The Women At Point Sur
,
1927, Jeffers' fourth
volume, is a tremendous thing, containing a single narrative,
with a prelude, of over 170 pages. Of the style of this book
Untermeyer says " The Women At Point Sur shows how easily
Jeffers can swing the long line, how suddenly his phrases soar
from the tawdry into the terrible, how bole he can lift a
language which in the hands of most poets would be nothing but
wild rhetoric". (2) Of its content one critic has said: "Not
since the later Elizabethans has there been such a witches'
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 42
( 2 ) Untermeyer ' s Critical Anthology

dance of incest, suicide, madness, adultery and Lesbianism" (1)
It is the story of Barclay, B Christian Minister who
loses faith and comes to Camel to set up a new religion from
the external world. He almost achieves his end of a non-human
view of the universe when his desire for disciples and lust for
pis daughter prevents him. He goes insane, and after much
iestruction, Barclay wanders off to die in the hills. The poem
lis very much involved and requires close and diligent reading -
as for that matter does all of Jeffers 1 verse. "Thoroughly
jr.odern in its use of science for poetic material and in its
'rank realistic concern with sex, The Women at Point Sur is
evidence of the poet's intention to put his world into a poem
as DantJL did! (2)
Jeffers tells us that his objectives in the v/riting of
this long narrative poem were:" 1. To strip everything but its
natural ugliness from unmoral freedom; 2. Tp show in action the
danger of the Roan Stallion idea of "breaking out of humanity"
misinterpreted in the mind of, a fool or a lunatic: 3. To attempt
jbo uncenter the human mind from itself: 4. To present a tragedy
which would be a study in morbid psychology, a partial and
fragmentary study of the origin of religions, a satire on
human self-importance, and a judgment of the tendencies of our
(1) Dwight IlcDonald in The Iliscelany , Sept. 1930
(2) Powell's Jef fers - page 44
€
civilization" (1) - to say the least a most ambitious program for
a single poem.
Finally it may be said that in content The Woman At
Point Sup suffers from an excess of violence, horror, and lust.
Its chief claim to fame is in its style - the language of the
poem rises often to exalted heights.
In the same year as Point Sur
,
1927, fifteen short
poems of Jeffers appeared in Louis Untermeyer 's Miscellany of
American Poetry . A few of these poems have been reprinted in
Untermeyer 1 s Modern Poetry (4th Revised Edition), but the rest
went out of print with the Miscelany and are not to be had in
printed form today. This is most unfortunate for some critics
classify these short, works as among Jeffers' best.
The following year 1928, was a fruitful one. In all,
three volumes of poetry were published: 1. A small edition of
ten poems was issued by the Book Club of California. 2. An
Artist
,
a single narrative was put out in a privately printed
edition (2) and 3. Cawdor and Other Poems published by Horace
*
Liveright of New York.
The Cawdor volume is made up of sixteen short poems
(most of which were reprinted from the tv/o smaller publications
of the same year) and a long narrative (title poem).
Powell considers this Jeffers' finest single volume
(1) Alberts' Bibliography page 38
(2) Contains a reprint of a letter from Havelock Ellis in
praise of Jeffers.
-

because its verse is on a consistently high level, "Whereas
some of the narratives in the Roan Stallion volume are over-
burdened with doctrine and The Women At Point Sur is loud with
the horns of prophecy, Cawdor is a tale told for the telling;
and though very serious in tone and marked by awful violent acts,
it is free from themes of incest and sexual perversion." (1)
Furthermore, the protagonist in Cawdor is sane throughout,
unlike Dr. Barclay in Point Sur , and since the tragedy is the
result of the circumstances and not abnormality it seems more
real.
The entire volume is permeated with Jeffers ' philos-
ophy concerning life and death. Life is full of pain to Jeffers
and death brings peace. Although he has high praise for death
he does not deny life, but declares that we should bear it
despite its attendant pain.
Of the narrative, Cawdor , Jeffers says, "I think of
Cawdor as making a third with Tamar and The Women At .Point Sur
,
but as if in Tamar , human affairs had been seen looking west-
ward against the ocean; in Point Sur looking upward minimized to
ridicule against the stars; in Cawdor looking eastward against
the earth, reclaiming a little dignity from that association...
Where not only generations but races drizzle away so fast, one
wonders the more urgently what it is for, and whether this
beautiful earth is amused or sorry at the procession of her
possessors." (2)
(1) Powell's Jeffers
(2) quoted by Untermeyer page 401
i<
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A struggle between Jeffers ' "cold, obj ective, unsocial
intellect" and his "warm, pitying heart" which sympathizes with
all suffering things is apparent in three of the shorter poems,
"Soliloquy," "The Bird With The Dark Plumes", and "Meditations
on Saviors". Jeffers ' more sympathetic nature is vividly
brought out in his poem "George Sterling's Death". While others
criticised Sterling's weaknesses , Jeffers found things to praise
in his friend. It is interesting to note that the last work of
Sterling's which was not published till after his death by
suicide, was^ "a passionate championing" of Jeffers ' poetry.
Dear Judas , which comprises two long poems "Dear
Judas" and "The Loving Shepherdess" and a few shorter poems,
was issued by Jeffers ' New York publisher in 1930. "The Loving
Shepherdess" writes Jeffers, "is the story of one who has
committed self-sacrifice a saint, I suppose, going
up to a natural martydom, aureoled with such embellishments as
the mind of time permits. Incapable of tailing thought for her-
self, she wanders the length of the coast that has usually been
the scene of my verses. I am going away for a year and have
perhaps lingered, on that account, a little wistfully over my
home hills before looking at others . " Dear Judas , is
a species of passion play. It seems to me to present, in a
somewhat new dramatic form, new and probable explanations of
the mythical characters and acts of its protagonists. There is
some relationship between the tv/o longer poems of the book; the
shepherdess in the one, and Judas and Jesus in the other, each

embodying different aspects of love; nearly pure therefore un-
deluded, but quite inefficient in the first; pitying in the
second; possessive in the third." (1) The longer poems in the
volume are related to each other in that they portray con-
trasted aspects of love. The shorter poems are of high quality
and give the philosophy of Jeffers in condensed form.
Most critics do not consider this volume to be of the
same worth as Cav/dor and others of Jeffers. Untermeyer says of
this volume: "Like his other work, Dear Judas exhibits Jeffers
projecting blind and bewildering Nature, misconceiving man as a
'spectral episode'. Here again is energy threshing in meaning-
less; here is force in need of faith." (2)
Of the two longer poems "Dear Judas" is the poorer.
Jeffers' Jesus in this narrative is reminiscent of the "madly
possessive Barclay". According to Powell both Barclay and Jesus
are Jeffers ' symbols that religions originate in a "private
impurity" in their founder. "Dear Judas" like "The Tower Beyond
Tragedy" is handicapped by the fact that its setting is other
than Carmel.
"The Loving Shepherdess" is an unusual piece of work
for Jeffers. It is a simple moving tale, and is not a tale of
terror as so many of Jeffers' poems are, but is rather a tale of
pity.
Jeffers' next volume of verse Descent To The Dead
(1) Dust Wrapper of Dear Judas
(2) Untermeyer 's Critical Anthology page 402
-:
c
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which appeared in a limited edition in 1932 was written in
Ireland and Great Britain on the occasion of his visit there in
1929. Sixteen short poems make up this volume, and in 1933
these poems were reprinted in Jeffers' volume Give Your Heart
To The Hawks and Other Poems *
These poems are significant in the main for two
things: 1. the philosophy expressed in them and 2. the setting,
Jeffers identifies himself with Ireland through his ancestors.
"He is impressed "by the living quality of the great dead. He
moves ever in the presence of mighty ghosts." (1) He looks
upon death and life as good and not evil, but de ath is to he
desired above life for it is death that resolves the discords
and pains of life. It is better to rest beneath the ageless
stones, to be dust. "The steep unconsciousness of the earth is
defied by Jeffers, and death, which permits suffering flesh to
dissolve into the matrix, is praised in stately verse." (2)
The setting of these poems is well handled by Jeffers
although he is not now describing his well-known Camel Coast.
There is local color of such a quality in these verses that
Orrick Jones who knows Ireland well says in the January 15,1932
issue of the Camel Pine Cone "No living Irish poet, not Yeats
himself, could have made them more authentic. The Irish weather
in these poems, the black stones and the gray waters, and the
dead that live." The language of the verse throughout this
(1) Prom review of Descent to the Dead by William Rose
Benet
(2) Powell's Robinson Jeffers page 49
15

The title poem is a tale of crime and self-punishment, of adult-
ery, fratricide, and suicide. It also presents a study in
psychology, - a study of a strong man who is driven to distrac-
tion over the murder of his brother. The narratives "Cawdor"
(1) Untenneyer ' s Critical Anthology page 402
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volume is beautiful and robust.
In the same year appeared Thurso's Landing and Other
Poems which in the opinion of the writer is Jeffers finest work.
It contains one long narrative poem (title poem) and several
short pieces. The title poem is less complex, and more object-
fas'
ive th^n Jeffers' other narratives with the possible exception
of Cawdor. It also shows "a strain of humanism" in Jeffers v/hic
was visible in "The Loving Shepherdess" and "Cawdor". The charac-
ters in this poem seem more real and lifelike. In a note to
his publisher Jeffers says . • . ."the persons seem to me to be
a little more conscious of the moral implications of what they
do." They are not puppets, but seem human, thus giving this
narrative an air of reality that is lacking in most of Jeffers
long poems. Even those critics who have condemned much of
Jeffers' work, find many virtues in this poem. "The title poem"
says one, "must rank among Jeffers' most important creations -
a poem in which sheer power and eloquence triumph above black
and unrelieved melodrama." (1)
Give Your Heart to the Hawks and Other Poems came in
1933. This volume is made up of the title poem, two short
narratives of the Caraiel coast, the poems from the Descent to
the Dead volume and a Greek narrative "At the Fall of an Age".
(c
"Thurso's Landing" and "Give Your Hearts to the Hawks" seem
to form a triology. "All three tragedies, portray ruthlessly,
among other things, the downfall of strong-willed men, seduced
by the desire of passionate, equally strong-willed v/omen, and
ever present as background for the human drama is unhuman Nature
vast, inscrutable and beautiful, the sky, the hills, the ocean,
all of which Jeffers worships, beyond humanity, as part of the
great and timeless excellence of things." (1)
The shorter poems express Jeffers' philosophy (part-
icularly with respect to death and immortality) in condensed
forms. Of the Greek narratives "At The Fall Of An Age", Jeffers
writes: "The story of Achilles rising from the dead for love of
Helen is well enough known. That of Polyxo's vengeance may be
less familiar; it can be found in Fausanias 'Description of
Greece' explaining the Rhodian worship of Helen as Dendritus,
the tree-goddess." (2)
This volume as a whole may be classified with Cawdor
and Thars o ' s Landing as the three collections of Jeffers' verse
that reveal him at his best.
Solstice and Other Poems , is Jeffers most recent
volume of poetry. Published in 1935 this work comprises a
dramatic poem, a narrative poem (title poem) and several short
pieces. The title poem is essentially the story of Medea,
transplanted to the Camel Coast, It has to do with a mother's
murder of her young children, and despite Jeffers' attempt to
(1) Powell's Jeffers pages 49-50
(2) Albert's Bibliography page 23
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explain such an act "by symbolism the protagonist elicits little
sympathy, and the poem lacks the perspective of reality.
Robert P. Warren says of this narrative: "The title poem
"Solstice" is like nothing so much as an ether dream Jeffers
might have had about some of his own poetry. The stereotyped
situation and language present without interest that was now
and then achieved in Tamar, The Roan Stallion, or The Woman At
Point Sur. When compared with the better of the earlier
narratives, the present one is repetition without direction. " (1
)
Warren believes that the cure for what he calls Jeffers* "vice
of self-imitation" would be more emphasis on character and less
on symbolism. "Our interest in the symbolic force of these
narratives might be refreshed if we could be made to apprehend
more intimately the persons as persons. All of this merely goes
to say that Jeffers is often deficient in the dramatic sense; anc
this deficiency is more then of trifling importance in a writer
who sets out to be a dramatic and narrative poet." (1)
William Rose Benet, although he condemns the lack
of satisfactory motives for the acts of the protagonist in
"Solstice" has only praise for Jeffers' ability at description,
and considers the lines with which Jeffers ends his ppem the
most superb simile ever applied to the Rocky Mountains. (2)
"Where the tall Rockies pasture with their heads
down, white-spotted and streaked
like piebald horses, sharp withers
(1) R. Warren's "Jeffers On The Age" Poetry Feb. 1937
(2) "The Phoenix Nest" Sat. Rev. of Lit. Nov. 2, 1935
f(
And thunder-scarred shoulders against the sky,
standing with their heads down,
the snow-manes blow in the wind;
But they will lift their heads and whinny
v/hen the riders come, they will stamp
with their hooves and shake down the glaciers."
"At The Birth Of An Age", a dramatic poem, suffers
less from lack of dramatic effect than "Solstice". The story
is derived from the closing chapters of the Niblung Saga and
its underlying theme is self-contradiction and seli'-frustration.
In an introductory prose note to this poem Jeffers says: "The
theme of self-contradiction and self-frustration, in Gudrun's
(protagonist) nature, intends to express a characteristic
quality of this culture age, which I think should be called the
Christian age, for it is conditioned by Christianity, and,
except for a few centuries' lag, concurrent with it. Its civil-
ization is the greatest but also the most bewildered and self-
contradictory, the least intergrated, in some phases the most
ignoble, that has ever existed. All these qualities together
with the characteristic restlessness of the age, its energy, its
extremes of hope and fear, its passion for discovery, I think
are bred from the tension between its two poles of Western
blood and superinposed Oriental religion This tension
is really the soul of the age which will begin to die when it
ceases
•
The short poems in this volume are not of the same
high quality as some of Jeffers' earlier works. They are like
most of Jeffers' lyrics - condensed versions of the philosophy
(1) Solstice and Other Poems page 1
" (1)
r
that underlies his longer poems.
From this general survey it perhaps has "been apparent
that Jeffers 1 work is not all of equal quality. Yet as some of
the pro-Jeffers critics suggest, he should be judged on the
basis of his' best work, In the following chapters we shall con-
sider in more detail the poetry of Robinson Jeffers with the
ultimate end of reaching some definite conclusions about the
place of Jeffers in poetry.
-39-
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CHAPTER IV
NARRATIVE POETRY
Robinson Jeffers ' poetry comprises both lyrical and
narrative poems, but it is the narrative poems that bulk the
larger. In all he has written about twenty-two narratives
which may be divided into three groups: 1. Early Californian
narratives e.g. "The Vardens" 2. Dramatic versions of stories from
older literatures - "The Tower Beyond Tragedy", "The Humanist's
Tragedy", "Dear Judas" from Hebrew legend, and "At The Fall Of
An Age" and "At The Birth Of An Age" from Great Literature and
Legend. 3. Tragic narratives from the "Coast Range Christ" to
"Solstice" which have the Carrnel Coast for their setting. (1)
The last group is Jeffers ' best and most character-
istic work. His early Californian narratives are interesting
only in that they, show the progress of Jeffers to?/ard an
original form and style. The weakness in the narratives that
are based on stories from the older literatures is perhaps due
to the fact that their setting is not the Carrnel Coast, for
Jeffers seems to be at his best when he is writing about the
coast that he loves so passionately. These narratives, however,
have one virtue that is lacking in the Carrnel Coast narratives,
namely, a greater plausibility of action. Undoubtedly this is
(1) This division made by Powell in his work on Jeffers
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due to the fact that since their time of action is in the dim
past it makes one less reluctant to accept the actions of
Jeffers ' characters as plausible.
"The Tower Beyond Tragedy" is the one poem in this
group that deserves our attention. Some critics like Warren
Powell consider this Jeffers 1 poorest work, while others like
Rudolph Gilbert (1) call it Jeffers ' greatest v/ork. In the
opinion of the writer, this narrative has merits above those of
its own group, but it is not so great as other narratives of
Jeffers. Its chief claim to fame lies in the fact that it is
a most excellent exposition of Jeffers ' philosophy, (2) The
plot of "The Tower Beyond Tragedy" is as follows: Clytemnestra
greets her husband Agamemnon, returning from the Trojan war.
Among his captives Agamemnon has a princess, Cassandar. the
daughter of Prian and Hecuba. This Cassandar is cursed with the
power of prophecy, given to her by Apollo. .She predicted the
fall of Troy. Clytemnestra murders her husband in revenge for
the immolation of her sister's daughter, Iphigenia. Aegisthus,
who had been entrusted with the care of the house and family of
Agamemnon, has proven unfaithful, having made Clytemnestra his
mistress and usurped the throne. Clytemnestra and Aegisthus
are slain by Orestes and Electra in revenge for the murder of
their father. Orestes is driven insane by the Furies and Electrii
hangs herself. The story as told by the Greek dramatist Aeschylus
is more interesting, and this is natural enough inasmuch
(1) Gilbert's Shine Perishing Republic page 102
(2) See Chapter on Jeffers ' philosophy
cc
as Jeffers is concerned, more with preaching his philosophy than
in telling a story.
In the Camel narratives Jeffers is v/riting about
people of today - "acting passionate dramas on that primitive
strip of mountain sea-coast". His postulates the poet resolves
with power and originality. In this group may be included a
number of short poems of incident as " A Redeemer", "Faun's
Foster-Mother", "The Dead Man's Child", "An Artist", "The Stone-
Ax", "Resurrection" and the like. These in general are simple
straightforward stories of Carmel lore. The more important
poems are the longer ones, which include "The Coast-Range Christ
"Tamar", "Roan Stallion", "The Women at Point Sur", "Cawdor",
"The Loving Shepherdess", "Thurso^ Landing", "Give Your Heart
To The Hawks", and "Solstice". (1)
s /
The plot of these more significant narratives are
as follows: "The Coast-Range Christ" is the story of David.
Carrow, a young Christian idealist and visionary, who is caught
in the net of war and a woman's desire. Peace O'Farrel, the
young wife of an old, obsessed rancher, makes evident to David
her desire for him. He refuses her love; and in order that he
might remain true to the commands of Christ, he hides in the
hills to escape the draft for the war. Peace discovers his
hiding place to the sherrif , but before he can be taken she
tries again to seduce hiiri to no avail. Angered, she wounds him
with a gun and spreads the report that he attacked her. Carrow
(1) These all seem to be parts of a definite plan in the
mind of Jeffers.
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is killed by his own father who believed the report. Peace's
husband hangs himself and she finally gives herself up to the
deputy,
"Tamar" is a story of incest and of heriditary sin
in which the sins of the father fall on the children, David
Cauldwell, an old rancher, had committed incest with his sister
Helen, Nov/ after Helen is long dead his son, Lee and his
daughter Tamar, also commit incest, Tamar tries to conceal
her sin by taking a lover, Will Andrews, whom she later plans
to marry. However, driven on by the unappeased desire of her
Aunt Helen's ghost who speaks through the medium of another
Aunt Stella, and madly jealous of her brother, Lee, who is
about to go to the War in France (she accuses Lee of wanting to
go because of desire for French girls), Tamar spites the ghost
and Lee by stirring her old father to lus
t
. In the end she
gathers father, brother and lover in her room and with lies
sets them upon each other. There is much slugging, whipping,
stabbing, and during all this Jenny, an idiot aunt, sets fire
to the house and the poem ends in a holocaust, (1)
"Roan Stallion" is a tale of zooerasta - "the
story of a young halfbreed woman's transfer of affection from
a drunken, brutish husband to a magnificient stallion. The
horse apparently becomes the symbol of the super-male and of
the non-human power that is the poet's God." (2) California,
the woman, takes a wild night ride on the stallion, and after
(1) See II Samuel 13 for source of title of "Tamar"
(2) Powell's Robinson Jeffers page 550
-*
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that she can no longer suffer her husband's sordid lust. To
escape his clutches she runs to the corral where he follows her
only to be trampled to death by the roan stallion. California,
strangely enough, shoots the horse, and turns on her little
daughter "the mask of a woman who has killed God."
Rev. Dr. Barclay is the protagonist in "The Women
At Point Sur" . He has outgrown his profession - confesses he
has been feeding his congregation on false doctrine. He gives
up his pastoral charge, renounces his faith and comes to the
Carmel Coast, v/here after fifteen years of chastity he proclaims
himself G-od, and gathers unto himself disciples from the folk
of the country. He consorts with an Indian servant, and then
commits rape on his own daughter April, who finally shoots
herself. (1) Desirous of annihilation, but lacking the
strength to commit suicide, Dr. Barclay wanders off, raving mad,
into the mountains to await his death.
"Cawdor" is the story of a powerful, middleaged
rancher, v/ho has married a young girl, Perra Martial. She falls
in love with her step-son, Hood and when he spurns her desire,
she lies to Cawdor, saying that Hood has tried to seduce her.
Cawdor in a blind rage accidently kills his son. When later
the false Ferra reve&ls the truth, Cawdor, as self-punishment,
gouges out his eyes.
(1) Dr. Barclay here is following the Oedipian formula,
that if you violate a law of nature you achieve new
knowledge. Also he is testing the idea of his own
godhead, for to Dr. Barclay "God is action" and he
is God.
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"The Loving Shepherdess" is a unique narrative.
It is free from violence and bloodshed, and its protagonist is
a self-sacrificing, kindly girl. Claire Walker, a rancher's
orphan, leading a small band of sheep, meets Onorio Vasquez,
a friendly vaquero on the coast-road, and tells him of her past.
The son of a neighboring rancher made her pregnant and in the
quarrel that followed, killed her father, and fled. She is re-
lieved of her burden by a mis-carriage, but is informed by a
doctor that due to her peculiar physiology, she would not be abl
to bear a child and live. Nevertheless, out of love for all
things she is made pregnant by another man. Realizing the
inevitability of death within nine months, she collects her
sheep about her and wanders up and down the coast, being kind
to everyone she meets. Homeless, destitute, heavy with child,
she will not leave her sheep until death "I'm doing like most
other people, take care of those that need me; and go on till
I die." (1)
The plot of "Thurso's Landing" which is considered
by the writer to be Jeffers ' best narrative is as follows:
After the suicide of his father, Reeve Thurso, the cold,
stubborn and powerful elder son, manages the ranch on which
live his old mother, his lame brother, Mark, and his imaginative
and passionate wife, Helen Thurso, who is hated by her mother-
in-law. Helen commits adultery with Reeve's friend, Rick
Armstrong and eager to get away from the isolated ranch she runs
(1) Prom "The Loving Shepherdess" in Dear Judas and Other
Poems
e
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off with him. Reeve, however, after a lone seach brings her
"back. He is crippled and left impotent as the result of an
accident. Despite his painful state, Reeve refuses to die.
Helen admires his grit, but cannot stand to see him in such
agony, and wishes him out of his pain. Mark Thurso, out of
lust for Helen and by visions of his father, is driven insane
and hangs himself. After failing once before, Helen finally
ends Reeve's pain by cutting his throat, and then poisons her-
self. The old mother and the Mexican servants are left.
"Give Your Heart To The Hawks" is a story of fratri-
cide and may be considered to be a modernized version of the
Cain and Abel story. Fayne Frazer is married to Lance, a cold,
emotionless young rancher, but she falls in love with his
brother, Michael. When Lance sees their daillance, he throws
his brother from a cliff. To the crowd that is coming up Lance
wishes to tell all, but Fayne dominates him, saying he had
better "give his heart to the hawks for a scratch of meat" than
let mankind control it, and she passes the murder off as an
accident. Lance, however, becomes a haunted man spending his
time killing hawks, injuring himself and doing other half-insane
and horrible things. Fayne all this time is determined that
he shall not weaken and destroy himself. Finally he does des-
troy himself, by plunging off a cliff and Fayne is left with a
child in her womb, a symbol of strength.
"Solstice", Jeffers ' latest work, is a repulsive tale
of a mother's murder of her children. Madrone Bothwell, has
been divorced by her husband because of her many extra-marital
-•
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relations with other men, and the court has decreed that her
children, Gloria and Ronnie, shall he given over to their father.
I7hen Andrew Bothwell comes to take the children, she pleads with
him not to, damages the engine of his car, and throws away the
ignition key of her own car in vain attempts to stop him from
taking the children from her, Bothwell finds the ignition key,
but rather than let her children go, Madrone kills them and
drives off with the two little bodies to bury them in the hills
;
and she is never seen again,
Jeffers' plots are resolved violently and tragically
and it is natural that we should know his definition of tragedy.
Jeffers believes that life is a tragedy and that this world of
ours holds nothing more real or essential than pain, terror and
the courage to endure suffering. The world is pitiful because
it is contaminated by man, and corrupted by the very presence
of life. In his tragedies he seeks to imitate this tragic
world. Jeffers in commenting on "Point Sur" says: "The book
was meant to be a tragedy, that is an exhibition of essential
elements by the burning away through pain and ruin of inertia
and the unessentials " . (1)
Pain is an obsession with Jeffers - to him it is
lifes most essential element. In "Thurso's Landing", he says:
No life
Ought to be thought important in the weave of the world
whatever it may show of courage or endured pain;
It owns no other matter of shining, in the broad gray eye
of the ocean, at the foot of the beauty of the
mountains
(1) Albert's Bibliography page 38

And skies, but to bear oain; for pleasure is too little,
our inhuman God is too great, thought is too lost 11 , (1)
Whether Jeffers' tragedies have a moral significance
or not is a controversial point with the critics. The writer
agrees with the critics who say that if Jeffers tragedies have
a moral significance, it is not clearly apparent in the tales
themselves, but at the same time he believes that Jeffers intends
a moral to be perceived in each of his narratives. In a letter
to a friend the poet says: "You remember a couple of letters ago,
I spoke of the morality - perhaps I said old-fashioned morality,
implied in Point Sur and Tamar , it seemed to my later thought to
have a tendency to romanticise unmoral freedom and it was evi-
dent a good many people took it that way. That way lies des-
truction, of course, often for the individual, but always for
the social organism, and one of the later intentions of this
Point Sur, was to indicate the destruction and strip everything
but its natural ugliness from the immorality" • (2)
Powell says: "Jeffers is as great a Puritan in
literature, as the late L. H, Lawrence, Both bearded the devil
in his camp and used the raw materials of sex as ammunition.
Nothing could be more ridiculous than to charge Jeffers with
pornographic intentions". (-3)
The tragedies of Jeffers are not social tragedies,
for the characters live on isolated ranches and are destroyed
by their own passions. The bodily desires of Jeffers 1 female
(1) Thurs o * s Landing page 34
(2) Albert T s Bibliography page 31
(3) Powell ! s Jeffers page 64
«
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protagonists are often the prime motivation of the drama.
Peace O'Parrell, Tamar, Ferra Martial, Helen Thurso, Payne
Fraser, all except Tamar, are married to an older or to a
young man, such as Thurso and Eraser, who leave them unsatisfied
They desire satisfaction, or at least relief from a lonely life,
and will do anything to get it. As a result of their efforts,
their men are driven to crimes of revenge, and ruin falls upon
all. It is evident that the women who are the victims of men's
i
desire are of less significance to the plots of the narratives,
and are less convincing as characters. Hester Clark, California
April, Matalia, are not so vividly portrayed as are the tempters
Tarnar, Ferra, Helen Thurso, and Payne Fraser.
The chief fault with Jeffers 1 protagonists, is that
they tend more to he symbolical figures than drconatic characters
Their motives are rarely discernible and their actions rarely
plausible, yet they assuae such gigantic proportions in the
story that the rest of the characters appear insignificant.
Jeffers makes much use of supernatural characters
in his narratives. "Tamar" is first narrative in which the
supernatural plays an important part. The ghost of Helen, the
ghost of Tamar f s mother, and the ghosts of the dead Indians,
all have significant parts in the story. In fact "Tamar" is
overburdened with the supernatural. This romantic excess of
supernaturalism is not found In his other narratives.
Most of Jeffers' characters are given to dreams and
visions. This is only natural when one considers that the poet
*
is occupied with abnormal psychological cases - the chief
characteristics of which are- desire and fear, v/hich according
to Freud give rise to most of our dreams. The earlier narratives;,
"The Coast-Range Christ", "Tamar" and "The Women at Point Sur"
are full of Freudian dream-symbolism: Tamar 's and Peace's dreams
of churches, Faith's dream of the tree trunk, Barclay's dregm
of his dead son, etc. In some of the narratives there are dreams!
that foretell events that are to come. Hood, for example in
"Cawdor" dreams of his fate of being pushed off the cliff by
his father. (1)
Jeffers' more recent tragedies have been less con-
cerned with dreams and visions, ana there is every indication
that Jeffers has given them up as an important part of his
poetry
.
Jeffers in describing his characters is most cricical
and exact; undoubtedly this is due to his medical training. He
likes to describe his characters as physical tynes, differing
from each other in physical appearance. He usually gives the
minutest details, size, color of h$ar, eyes, etc. Especially
does Jeffers like to describe the eyes of his chief characters.
He sees eyes everywhere in nature - the sun as the "eye of
Heaven", the ocan as a moulded eye-ball, etc. An excellent
illustration of Jeffers' physiological accuracy even to the
(l) Jeifers does not adhere to the Freudian school here,
for Freud does not believe that dreams can foretell
the future.
i<
smallest detail is seen in "Thurso's Landing":
She lay but half quieted, still hotly longing,
Her eyes morbioly shuttered like the sleep of fever showed
threads of the white and faint arcs of the crystalline
Violet irises barred across by the strong dark lashes, the
night of the lids covered the pupils,
Behind them, and under the thick brown hair and udner the
cunning sutures of the hollow bone the nerve cells
With locking fibrils made their own world and light, the
multitude of small rayed animals of one descent. (1)
The speech of Jeffers 1 characters on the whcle is
not individualized. It is really the poet, himself, who is
speaking. Some attempt is made, however, to effect more real-
istic speech by the use of slang, and coloquial phrases, but it
is only an attempt. As an illustration of Jeifers 1 tendency to
standardize the speech and action of his major characters into
symbols, Powell cites this famous one from "Tamar". (2) After
he scene by the pool in Mai Paso Creek, Tamar and Lee are
lying side by side:
"One of her arms crushed both her breasts,
The other lay in the grass, the fingers clutching toward
the roots of the soft grass, "Tamar",
He whispered, then she breathed shudderingly and
answered, "We have it, we have it. Now I know.
It was my fault. I never shall be ashamed again." He
said, "What shall I do? Go away?
Kill myself, Tamar?" She contracted all her body and
crouched in the long grass, shivering". (3)
Then after the summertime scene in the banks of the
parmel River, Tamar is lying beside Will Andrews:
One of her arms
Crus ed both her breasts, the other lay in the grass,
(1) Thurso's Landing Page 22
(2) Powell, Jeffers pages 73 and 74. See chapter on
Philosophy for discussion of Jeffers 1 Symbolism.
(3) Roan Stallion, Tamar volume page 113.
«
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The fingers clutching toward the roots of the soft
grass, "Oh Tamar",
Murmurred the boy, "I love yon, I love yon. What shall
I do? Go away?
Kill myself, Tamar?" She contracted all her body and
crouched in the long grass, thinking— (1)
The diction of the narratives is of uneven worth.
"Cawdor", "Thurso's Landing" and "Give Your Heart To the Hawks"
are examples of Jeffers ' diction at its best - while "The Coast-
Range Christ" with its mixture of bombastic and prosaic passages
is an example of Jeffers 1 diction at its weakest. (2) Only
in a few narratives has Jeffers been able to sustain the language
at the same level throughout the poem. Jeffers is particularly
weak in the presentation of the conversation of his characters;
somehow he fails to produce realistic conversation. He is at
his best in his soliloquies, descriptions of panoramas, narra-
tions of the character's moments of high passion and in the
prophetic utterances of his characters.
The most significant element in Jeffers 1 narratives
is the setting. To Benjamin De Casseres belongs the credit for
first acclaiming the relationship of Jeffers 1 poetry to the
Carmel Coast. "It is as difficult to conceive of Robinson
Jeffers in any other place than Carmel, California, as it would
be to think of Shelley living in White Chapel, Dostotfevesky at
Narrangansett Pier, or William Blake in Pittsburg. If ever a
man and the spirit of Place had conspired for a mystical union
it is here.
(1) Roan Stallion
,
Tamar, volume page 124 and 125
(2) For illustrations, see Thurso's Landing
,
page 20-23
and Roan Stallion volume, page ISO
r
"That portion of California -its hills, sea, blue
lupins, golden poppies, sea-gulls, dirt roads, pines, firs,
hawks, herons and lighthouses - stretching between Point Joe and
Point Lobos (roughly, about thirty miles) belongs as absolutely
to Robinson Jeffers, poet of tragic Terror; as Wessex belongs to
Thomas Hardy". (1)
Jeffers' setting is definite and real; - he repre-
sents Carmel as it actually is, giving the points, creeks, can-
yons and mountains their real names, and locating them in their
true perspective relationship. Jeffers lives in this land and
he is familiar with its topography; thus he can be detailed and
exact in his descriptions.
His scientific training also has developed Jeffers'
ability of observation. His keeness of eye for the geology,
the fauna, and flora of the region he describes, makes his des-
cription natural. In his poetry we perceive his knowledge of
geology: as for example: he calls Pino Blanco "the shining
limestone mountain"; he speaks of the" granite and lava tongue"
on which Tor House is built. He realizes that the place is
full of Inctian leavings, e.g. Cawdor blinds himself with a flint
implement from an Indian grave.
Jeffers' description of the fauna of the region is
just as detailed and exact as his picture of the topography.
Gulls, cormorants, herons, pelicans, seamews, cranes, vultures,
(1) De Casseres "Robinson Jeffers, Tragic Terror",
Bookman, Nov. 1927 page 262
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eagles, falcons, woodpeckers, cliff swallows, quail, ov/ls, and
hawks are some of the large number of birds that Jeffers des-
cribes so ably. The following is the description of the falcon
that perches in the cable as Reave Thurso is about to cut it
down.
"A small bright falcon
Invisible from the floor of the gorge, but Reave
saw it
Above the cloud-stream, shot down the shiny sky
And lighted on the long cable above the skip,
Folded its wings, and verred its vizarded face
With sharp looks north and south." (1)
Aminals are also brought into the narratives to make the setting
natural: horses, dogs, cattle, sheep, mountain lions with lank-
August-pasture-colored bodies, sea lions, salmon, etc.
The flora of the coast makes a most colorful back-
ground. The trees and flowers, Jeffers describes are numberless
but each one is depicted with absolute fidelity to life. "By
his accurate knowledge of the natural phenomena of the Carmel
coast, this poet succeeds in keeping the reader surely oriented
on earth; by this faithful poetic presentation of a land; a
vast and dignified background is provided for the tragedies.
Robinson Jeffers is continuing in America, use of the glories
of English Literature - the great tradition of nature - poetry."
(2)
Jeffers sets the action of his narratives of the
Carmel Coast 1. in the ranch houses 2. in the hills and 3. on
the beaches. He has very few indoor scenes; the outdoor scenes
are the more important ones: Tamar's seduction of her brother on
(1) Thur s o ' s Landing page 77
(2) Powell, Jeffers page 80
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the grassy bank of Mai Paso pool; California's night ride on
the roan stallion, Helen Thruso's seduction of Reeve Armstrong
on the hill, Barclay's nocturnal walk with his daughter in the
field.
The ocean either as background or in figures of
speech is always present in Jeffers 1 narratives. Jeffers has an
intense love for the sea, which is evident in all his verse.
His characters talk in figures of the sea - of drowning them-
selves in it, etc., and it is ever present in their dreams.
It is the poet, himself, not the characters that
describe the setting; although occasionally we do get the back-
ground established by the characters. Jeffers describes the
land from the point of view of a bird; and in his descriptions
he proceeds from the immediate to the more distant - i.e. he
describes the nearer topography first. This method of Jeffers
is illustrated in the following passage from "The Loving
Shepherdess"
:
"They rounded the second spur of the hill. Gray lupine
clothed the north-flank, a herd of cattle stared down
Prom the pale slope of dead grass above the gray thicket.
Rumps high, low quarters, they were part of the world's
end sag,
The inverted arch from the Sur Hill height to the flat
foreland and up the black lava rock of Point Sur.
In the open gap the mountain sea-wall of the world foam-
footed went northward" -. . . .
The time setting of the narratives is well handled
by the poet. We usually can tell the exact year the story takes
place; and when there is any doubt the World War (1914-1918)
serves as an indicator of the general time since it is related
directly or indirectly to the plots. The action is limited to
c(
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a period of months rather than years, and the months pass in
seasonal changes. Jeffers fills his narratives with descriptions
of these changes. His favorite season is Autumn when the rain
brings relief to the summer-sick earth. He prefers the rainy
season with its storms, and sea-fogs, end this season is given
an important part in his narratives. "The Coast-Range Christ"
ends with the first rain; "Tamar" starts in rainy December; and
"The Roan Stallion" starts with an Autumn storn, etc. From
:,Thurso's Landing" comes a famous passage on Autumn rain:
"The soft beneficent rain
hung on the hills without flowing down
And filled the soil to the rock, all it could hold, it
lay on the shore, it sweetened the bitter sea,
It dripped from every bough of the forest,
, and glazed the great seaward rock face
of Thurso f s Landing, and each green leaf
And grass -blade south by the Coast to Point Conception,
and north to Oregon; so long an island of cloud,
Blinding white above, dark and dove-purple below, rained
on a thousand miles of the continent's edge;
The old savage brood-mare, the earth, drank strength and
forgot her deserts." (1)
Just as he prefers the dark months of the year,
Jeffers also prefers the dark hours of the day. Night to Jeffers
is the bringer of peace. He loves to set his events at night.
The great climax scene in "Tamar" is at night and the final
scenes of "The Coast-Range Christ", "Roan Stallion", "The Women
At Point Sur", "Give Your Heart To The Hawks" are at night.
Much of the other action of the tales takes place during the
night as for example, California's wild ride on the roan stallion,
Tamar' s mad dance with the ghosts on the shore, Peace's
(1) Thurs o ' s Landing pages 100-101
((
attempted seduction of David, Cawdor's accidental murder of
his son, Hood; Helen Thurso's attempted murder of her husband,
Reave, etc,
Powell cites another reason for Jeffers ' emphasis on
night in his setting in additon to one already indicated that
he loves the night hours. "In the coastal ranches" says Powell,
"night is the only time when the men and women come together
in the house, free from chores, and thus able to indulge in the
activities which result in their destruction." (1)
The time of the action is conveyed to the reader
indirectly, for Jeffers never calls the seasons or the days by
name. It is possible to know the time that the events take
place from 1. the seasonal activities of the ranchers 2. the
descriptions of the flora and 3. the conversation of the
characters
•
Because they are closely linked to the earth in place
and in time, the tragic narratives of Robinson Jeffers are given
a sense of reality. "Not the least of their beauties is the
presence in them of real earth, and sky, stones, birds, beasts
and flowers of Nature which forms a vast and inscrutable back-
ground for the human actors. Robinson Jeffers' land of the
Carmel Coast is a great page on which his men and women write
their lives in bright ink that fades, but if it makes evident
the fugitive character of its possessors, it also lends them a
dignity possessed by few characters of fiction." (2)
(1) Powell, Jeffers page 98
(2) Powell, Jeffers page 99
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CHAPTER V
LYRICAL POETRY
Although it is the narratives of Jeffers that are
best known, it is his lyrics, perhaps, that are his best work.
His lyrics do not suffer from romantic excesses (supernatural,
horror, violence, prophetic soliloquies, etc.) as do his
narratives. He is essentially a classicist in his lyrical
poetry. When his work is considered as a whole, Jeffers is
found to be a unique blend of subjective romanticism and austere
detached, classicism - "more romantic than Milton, more imper-
sonal than Byron, sharing powers of the two". (1)
In his narratives Jeffers preaches his gospel, but
we can not fairly judge him by his narratives alone. His lyrics
show the poet as criticising his own work; "Apology for Bad
Dreams", "To His Father", "Soliloquy", "Meditation on Saviors",
"Birth-Dues", "On Building With Stone", "The Bird With The Dark
Plumes" are a few examples of lyrics in which Jeffers criticises
his own poetry. The lyrics also show a conflict in Jeffers,
between an unsocial nature and a social conscience, fatalism
and a desire to assuage the world's pain. The following lyrical
poem "Soliloquy" shows the poet's criticism of himself, the con-
flict within himself and the blend of the romantic and the
(1) Powell, Jeffers page 103

classicist in his verse,
"August and laurelled have been content to speak for an
age, and the ages that follow;
Respect them for their pious fidelity;
But you have disfeatured time for timelessness
•
They had heroes for companions, beautiful youths to
dream of, rose-marble-fingered
Women shed light down the great lines;
But you have invoked the slime in the skull,
The lymph in the vessels. They have shown men Gods like
racial dreams, the woman's desire,
The man's fear, the hawk-faced prophet's; but nothing
Human seems happy at the feet of yours.
Therefore though not forgotten, not loved, in gray old
years in the evening leaning
Over the gray stones of the tower-top,
You shall be called heartless and blind;
And v/atch new time answer old though, not a face
stran^ nor a pain astonishing;
But you living be laired in the rock
That sheds pleasure and pain like hail-stones," (1)
This lyric among others reveals the poet as one who
is fully cognizant of the temporary penality incurred by him
who faithfully records his vision, but also as one who refuses
to betray his trust by offering sops to the people,
Jeffers ' first volume of poetry Flagons and Apples
is made up entirely of love songs. In form they are rhyming
quatrains in groups of two to twelve. The lyrics in the
Californians are more complex in form, Jeffers obviously is
experimenting with different stanza forms here (odes, petrachian
sonnets, blank verse, etc.,) for nearly each poem has a dis-
tinctive form. In the Roan Stallion volume he continues this
experimentation in verse forms, "The Truce and the Peace"
illustrates his use of the Shakespearian sonnet sequence, while
"Fauma" is an example of an epithalamium. Most of the poems in
(1) Cawdor and Other Poems page 147
((
this volume however, are unrhymed; and show Jeffers ' develop-
ment of an original style. The lyrics in the Roan Stallion
volume and the others that followed are a decided improvement
over his earlier work. These later poems have been divided into
two distinct groups according to form 1. Poems of single stanza
(6-20 lines) which treat concisely and briefly a single idea
e.g. "To The Stone Cutters", "Clouds At Evening", "Soliloquy",
"Credo", etc.; 2. Poems of several stanzas' (about 60 or more
lines) which treat more than one idea e.g. "Night", "Point Lobos
"Meditation On Saviors", etc., (1)
As soon as his own love affair was settled satis-
factorily, Jeffers turned from the subject of love
and made his lyrics condensed versions of the philosophy that
he was expressing in his narratives. His anti-social attitude
is evident in his lyrics as well as his narratives. He finds
it difficult to reconcile his own nature and love of solitude
with either the settlers who increasingly people his land, or
the thought of the hordes who will come after his death and axe
down his trees. His sympathy is with the 'cumbered continent 1
,
with hawks and herons and nature outside of humanity". (2)
Jeffers ' irritated attitude against his fellow men
may be seen in such poems as "Practical People", "People and
A Heron", "Wise Men in their Bad Hours", "Summer Holiday",
"The Broken Balance", "Post Mortem", "November Surf", "Sign
Post" and the like. The following passages from two of these
(1) Division made by Powell page 105
(2) Powell, Jeffers page 106
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lyrics illustrate this attitude:
"And many pieces of humanity, men, women, and children,
gathering shellfish,
Swarmed with voices of gulls, the sea-beach.
At twilight they went off together, the verge was left
vacant, an evening heron
Bent "broad v/ings over the black ebb,
And left me wondering why a live bird was dearer to me
than many people." (1)
The cities gone down, the people fewer and the hawks
more numerous
The rivers mouth to source pure; when the two-footed
Mammal, being scmeways, one of the nobler animals,
regains
The dignity of room, the value of rareness." (2)
Although aware of contemporary events, Jeffers is
not aroused by them. He is not a worshipper of the machine age,
nor a follower of Marx. The airplane is significant to him in
that it may help man leave this earth to colonize other planets.
(3)
In poems such as "The Cycle", "Phenomena" and "The
Trumpet", Jeffers shows his ability to see the machine poetically
but his historical cosmic view of life tends to make him per-
ceive the present scene as a mere episode in a vast pagent.
Although Jeffers pays little attention to social
movements, he does evidence an interest in individuals, friends,
or historical personages. A large number of the poems in
Calif or-nians were written about individuals. He may address his
lyrics to fictionial characters as "For a Young Bridegroom",
"To a Young Artist", etc., to actual members of his family as
(1) "People and a Heron" - Roan Stallion volume page 92
(2) "November Surf" - Thurso's Landing volume page 128
(3) See poem "The Cycle" in Roan Stallion volume page 244

"To Una Jeffers, Dream Of The Future," etc., or to actual per-
sons outside of his family as "George Sterling's Death",
"Woodrow Wilson", "Edison", etc. The elegy is the form Jeffers
uses most frequently in these lyrics.
As has been already stated, the lyrics give in
"briefer form the underlying philosophy of Jeffers' narratives.
This is very readily seen in the lyrics that are concerned with
the subject of death. Death to Jeffers, does not "bring the
complete annihilation that he so passionately desires, but at
least it will bring an end to painful consciousness. The
following poems among others illustrate the theme that death
is not an evil, but a desirable good: "Night", "Suicide's Stone"
"Age in Prospect", "Promise of Peace", "Ante Mortem", "The Bed
By The Window", and most of the poems in Descent to the Dead
volume.
"A few centuries
Gone by, was none dared not to people
The darkness beyond the stars v/ith harps and habita-
tions
But now, dear is the truth. Life is grown sweeter
and lovelier,
And death is no evil." (1)
"Death-day greetings are the sweetest
Let trumpets roar when a man dies
And rockets fly up, he has found his fortune." (2)
Many of Jeffers ' poems have been inspired by his
house: "To The House", "To The Rock That Will Be A Cornerstone
of The House", "Winged Rock", "Tor House", etc. Of the ones
(1) "Night" Roan Stallion volume page 85
(2 ) "Suicide ' s Stone" Roan Stallion volume page 250
--
•
i
mentioned, "Tor House" is the most popular and the most often
quoted.
A subject that intrigues Jeffers in his lyrics is
what will became of humanity now that it has arrived at the con-
tinent's end, California. The race of man began in Asia, has
migrated to Europe and from Europe to America. In America, man
migrated from the eastern parts of the country to the western,
finally coming to continent's end. Where will man go from here,
is the question Jeffers raises and tries to answer. He suggests
man might return to mother Asia, or that he may try to colonize
the planets. "Invocation" and "The Torch-Bearers' Race", are
excellent illustrations of this theme. *
Another theme that Jeffers employs often in his
lyrical poetry is the decadence of our civilization. His most
recent work Solstice contains many lyrics which attack our
civilization as degenerate and evil, such as "What Are Cities
For?" "Ave Caesar", "Shine Republic", "The Trap", "Rearmament"
and "Sign Post".
The poetic diction of the lyrics is more sustained
and of a higher quality than that of the narratives. However,
there are a number of poor lyrical poems in which Jeffers allows
his didacticism to interfere with his artistry. It is interestir
to note that when Jeffers forgets to preach we have very effective
and lovely lyrics as "George Sterling's Death", "The Maid's
Thought", "Winged Rock", etc. On the other hand there are many
effective lyrics in which Jeffers does preach, but in which his
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didacticism is dominated by and carefully blended with his
artistic powers. Included among these fine lyrics are such
poems as "Tor House", "Night", "Soliloquy", "Distant Rainfull",
"Compensation", "Post Mortem", "An Irish Headland", "Bixby's
Landing" and many others.
All of Jeffers 1 poetry is serious verse; he is not
given to humor. "He is too impressed by the earnestness of
the universe, too occupied with recording the tragic climaxes
of existence, too faithful to the permanent things, 'flowers on
the foreland and the ever returning roses of dawn', to have time
for more than an occasional merry smile at the way of the world*
His verse is marked above all by serious wonder, pity, irony,
and occasionally mordant satire. He says 'it is bitter earnest-
ness/ That makes beauty' and ' it seems to me that every per-
sonal story ends in tragedy, and that comedy is an unfinished
story'." (1)
The narratives of Jeffers with their unconventional
qualities have so absorbed the attention of most critics as to
lessen the importance of the lyrics which are every bit as
important as the narratives. In fact, the lyrics with their
freedom from the romantic excess of the narratives, with the
light that they throw on Jeffers the poet, and with their more
even poetical quality may be considered to be greater works
of art than his narratives.
(1) Powell, Jeffers page 113
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CHAPTER VI
STYLE
The style of Robinson Jeffers 1 poetry is most
original and unique. George Sterling has said, "One could pick
unerringly a poem by Robinson Jeffers from a stack of thousands
of others", (1) However, Jeffers did not arrive at his unusual
style all at once, for his early volumes were given over to
experimentation with different kinds of traditional (rhymed)
verse. With the publication of his third volume Jeffers started
out deliberately to abandon rhyme and seek an original style. (2)
He determined "to sheer the rhyme-tassels from verse". (3)
Even after that, with the exception of a few lone
poems, Jeffers 1 verse has been unrhymed, and critics have com-
pared it to the long and loose free verse of V/alt Whitman.
Louis Untermeyer says, "An unprecedental vigor of language was
brought into American poetry about 1926 by Robinson Jeffers.
Jeffers successfully experimented with a peculiarly long line,
whose strength matched the dark power of its author's philosophy*
His technique derived from Whitman's, but his attitude v/as the
antithesis of that over-emphatic affirmer's, and his images
attained a strange pessimistic splendor." (4)
(1) Sterling's Robinson Jeffers page 2
(2) See Alberts Bibliography page 112
(3) "Hal Paso Bridge" Roan Stallion volume
(4) Untermeyer 's Critical Anthology

In 19.30 Herbert Klein gave evidence to show that a
deliberate metrical pattern ixnderlied Jeffers 1 free verse. (1)
The following prose paragraph written by Jeffers in 1923 con-
cerning the form of his free verse gave Klein his clue:
"I want it rhythmic and not rhymed, moulded more
closely to the subject than older English Poetry is, but as
formed as alcaics if that were possible too. The event is of a
compromise, but I like to avoid arbitrary form and capricious
lack or disruption of form. My feeling is for the number of
beats to a line. There is a quant itive element too in which
the unstressed syllables have part. The rhythm comes from
many sources: physics, biology, beat of blood, the tidal en-
vironments of life, desire for singing emphasis that prose does
not have." (2)
Klein points out that in a poem such as "Continent's
End" there are ten stresses to every line, and that this denotes
a definite plan on the part of the poet. He points out, further
that this and other poems of Jeffers reveal their true or con-
sistent count only v/hen they are read, with particular attention
to the meaning. Therefore we may conclude that Jeffers has a
definite pattern which is closely connected with the meaning
of his poetry.
Jeffers makes use of various patterns, especially in
poems which have alternating line length. According to Klein
the combinations range in extent, from four to five; five and
(1) For analysis of Klein's disertation see Powell's
chapter on Style
(2) Albert's Bibliography page 100
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three; and the like, to sixteen and five; ten and six. (This
is according to the number of stresses. On the other hand, as
Powell points out there are many cases where even if one reads
with meaning a definite stress pattern will not be discernible,
but "There is evident especially in his lyrics a conscious pro-
sodical practice which holds in spite of many exceptional lines
and uses of 'level stress' i.e. sequence of many consecutive
syllables (more especially in sequence of monsyllable words) in
which the stresses are almost discernible. " (1)
The lyrics on the whole are more regular with regard
to stress ed-line patterns than the narratives, although a study
of Jeffers ' narratives will reveal that here also he is putting
into effect his principle of prosody. The pattern for the narr
atives is the ten stress line alternating with the five, and
varied by lines of uneven length. Jeffers in a letter to Herbert
Klein says that the lines of irregular length are parts of the
regular pattern even if they just serve as "background from
which to measure departures from the pattern". (2)
Besides the stress element in Jeffers 1 prosody,
Klein has emphasized the quantitive element. In a letter to
Cowell, Herbert Klein says:
"Briefly, my conclusion is that Jeffers uses stress
to define and limit the line; quantity to regulate it. That
is to say, the sheer possible syllabic length of the line is
set (within exceptionally broad limits) by the number of stresse
(1) Powell, Jeffers page 118
(2) Quoted by Powell page 120

which the beat pattern of the poem permits. But the tempo of
the lines, the contrast of breathless haste in one line (or
joyful skipping) with sonorous deliberation (or hard wrenching
plodding) in another is due to quantity.
"Quantity as the Greeks and Romans recognized may
be attained in two different but rather equivalent ways
:
1. the sheer length of the vowels per se 2. the occurrences
of a complex number of consonants after a short vowel may cause
the syllable to take on the effect of a long one. This was
known as quantity through position. For instance in the exarnpl
Jeffers gives: the "e" in bent is short, but followed by "nt"
it has a long effect.
"Jeffers is well aware of both kinds of quantity.
His classical training, rare among American poets, I believe
has made his ear conscious of quantity; his intelligence has
enabled him to see how it is best to be used in the English
language. No other poet except Swinburne, has to my knowledge,
succeeded so effectively with the use of quantity in English
and Swinburne's poems in quantity were deliberate attempts to
reproduce Greek forms - Sapphics, Hendescasyllabics , etc." (1)
The following lines from the lyric "The Maid's
Thought" in which Jeffers uses alternate five and three stress
lines, will serve to illustrate his stress prosody:
Why listen / even / the water / is sobbing / for something
(1) Quoted by Powell pages 119-120
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The west wind / is dead / the waves /
Forget / to hate / the cliff / in the upland / canyon /
Whole / hillsides / hurst / aglow /
With golden / brown. / Dear / how it rained / last month /
And every / pool / was rimmed /
With sulphury / pollen / dust / of the wakening -nines /
(1)
The lines of the narratives are not so regular.
Jeffers attains the freedom he desires by using as a basis
pattern the five and ten stress line. Occasionally when the
poet wishes to express a high emotion, to emphasize certain
words, or to gain the effect of a "broken uneven texture", he
departs from his pattern and employs a line that has more than
ten stresses.
The following example from "Cawdor" shows how Jeffers
shifts from the ten to the five stress line.
Pain and pleasure are not to be thought
Important / enough / to require / balancing / these flashes
of post- / mortal / felicity / by mindless / decay /
Played / on the breaking / harp / by no means / countervaluec
the excess / of previous / pain. / Such / discords
In the passionate / terms / of human / experience / are not /
resolved / nor worth it /
The ecstacy / in its timelessness /
Reser.ibled / the eternal / heaven / of the Christian / myth /
V/ \j \j . w — w — <-/ . \s — ^
but actually / the nerve-pulp / as organ / of pleasure /
(1) From illustration by Powell page 120
/
\
I » Cf
%
Was played / to pieces / in a few / hours / before / the day
end, / Afterwards / it entered / importance / again /
Through worms / and flesh-dissolving / "bacteria. / The
personal / show/ was over, / the mountain / earnest /
\j — \j .
continued/
v ^ — v —
,In the earth / and air./
But Fera / in her false / earnestness /
Of passionate / life / knelt / by the bed / weeping. /
w — . v — v v —- — V/ ^v
She ceased / when Michael / returned. / Later / in the
morning/
She sent/ Michael / to look / for Hood / and ask him /
Whether / he would surely / stay / as Cawdor / had said
Until / they buried / her father, / Tell him / to corne /
Himself / and tell me." / Michael / came back: / "He said
That he was not / able / to come; / but he would / stay."
(1)
Alliteration is often used by Jeffers to enrich the
quality of his verse. It is an important element in his prosody
for it "creates a subtle magic of sound which unlike the allitear
ative music of Swinburne is inevitably wedded, to meaning". (2)
The most notable example of Jeffers' use of alliteration is his
lyric "Salmon-Fishing".
The days shorten, the south wind blows wide for showers
now
,
The south wind shouts to the rivers,
The rivers open their mouths and the salt salmon
(1) Illustration from Powell page 122
(2) Ibib page 123
4
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Race up into the freshet.
In Christmas month against the smoulder and menace
Of a long angry sundown,
Red ash of the dark solstice, you see the anglers,
Pitiful, cruel, primeval,
Like the priests of the people that built Stonehenge,
Dark silent forms performing
Remote solemnities in the red shadows
Of the river's mouth at the year's turn,
Drawing landward their live bulion, the bloody mouths
And scales full of sunset
Twitch on the rocks, no more to wander at will
The wild Pacific pasture nor wanton and spawning
Race up into fresh water," (1)
In the longer lyrical poem, "Fauna" is
A
following
illustration:
"Fauna the sun has kissed your body brown
The hot south sun, but 0 I hate the white
Teeth of bold waves that bite
Your shining ankles when you wander down
To dance on the dim shore a moonlit night." (2)
As an example of Jeffers 1 use of alliteration in the
narratives; the last lines from "Taniar" are excellent.
Grass grows where the flame flowered:
A hallowed lawn strewn with a few black stones
And the brick of broken chimneys ; all about there
The old trees, some of them scarred with fire, endure
the sea-wind." (5)
Much of the haunting quality of Jeffers 1 verse may
be attributed to his skillful use of alliteration.
The diction of Robinson Jeffers 1 poetry has gone
through several stages. His first volume, Flagons and Apples
is in an unoriginal, traditional style. The Californians is
also imitative and unoriginal. Tamar and the Roan Stallion
volumes are transitional in that they show tendencies toward a
(1) Roan Stallion volume page 245
(2) Ibib page 207
(3) Ibib page 169
•
more original style. Although some of the poems in these two
volumes are in his mature style, it is not until his fifth vol-
ume, The Women At Point Sur , that we get a homogeaeneous
,
original, style, and no evidence of his old imitative style.
His ultimate diction, that which is most character-
istic of him, is what shall concern us. The following selec-
tion from his lyric "Tor House" illustrates this diction:
"Look for foundations of sea-worn granite, my fingers
had the art
To make stone love stone, you will find some remnant
But if you should look in your idleness after ten
thousand years:
It is the granite knoll on the granite
And lava tongue in the midst of the bay, by the mouth
of the Carmel
River valley - these four will remain
In the change of names," (1)
An outstanding feature of Jeffers ' diction is his
large and extensive vocabulary, Melba Bennett says, "Jeffers
has undoubtedly, the most extensive vocabulary of any English
writing poet; what is more important, he perfectly understands
its use, for Jeffers ' are not the cheap high-healed words that
clatter with aptitude, but winged v/ords that build nests high
in thought with strands of eloquence plucked from the trees of
wisdom mighty words that roar like thunder in
forgotten gorges ...... words that stick of slime from
the backwash of the sea. But unlike many poets, Keats, for
instance, who uses words for melodic effect without particular
care that the word is needed
,
every word Jeffers pens has its
necessary place in the pattern he is drawing. They are not
(1) Cawdor volume page 150
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only ecstatic but practical - a result of his education in
Greek classics whose laws of word economy are rigid." (1)
Lawrence Clark Pov/ell says of Jeffers 1 vocabulary,
"I may venture to predict that a Jeffers ' concordance would
show one of the largest vocabularies of a poet using the English
language since Shakespeare. Although he does not neglect words
of Anglo-Saxon derivation, Jeffers is perhaps more fond of the
polysyllabic English words of Greco-Latin origin." (2)
Jeffers gets many of his words from the field of
Science. The following lines illustrate his use of terms from
the science of Physics.
"The atom bounds -breaking,
Nucleus to sun, electrons to planets." (5)
"like stray electrons in the void space
serve you for fulcrum to rest the lever." (4)
An unusual example ,too long to quote, of the use
of chemistry in poetry is seen in Jeffers ' description of Hood
Cawdor's smashed skull, (5) The description of the earthquake
in The Women At Point Sur, shows Jeffers 1 use of geology, e.c.
"in the scoriae shell, granites and basalts
the reptile force in the continent of rock
Pushing against the pit of the ocean
The old fault
In the steep scarp under the waves
Melted the deep edge, the teeth of the fracture
Gnashed together, snapping on each other, the power of
the earth drank
Their pang of unendurable release and the old resistace
Locked. The long coast was shaken like a leaf."
(1) Bennett's Jeffers and the Sea page 174
(2) Powell's Jeffers note on page 127
(5) Poem "Roan Stallion" in Roan Stallion volume page 24
(4) Women At Point Sur page 35
(5) Cawdor pages 81-82

In addition to terms from geology, chemistry, and
physics, Jeffers makes use of the termology of botany, medicine,
astronomy, and other sciences. However, he uses these scientific
terms with discrimination, and succeeds in making poetry out of
them. In that he is unique.
Not only has Jeffers a large vocabulary, but he is
able to adapt his vocabulary to the locality about v/hich he is
writing. The Spanish Characters in all the Camel narratives
speak in Spanish, and some of the protagonists use occasional
Spanish expressions. In "Descent to the Dead" he adapts his
vocabulary to Ireland, using many words of decided celtic origin
Occasionally Jeffers may employ a word unfamiliar to
the average reader, but on the other hand, he does not fail to
use colloquial speech. His characters often speak colloquially.
"So you confessed
All?" she said smiling, "You poor scoundrel
But cheer up, man, they'd plenty of evidence
without you. You weren't
My only sin." "No ma'am I lied until I got scared
They'd Mrs. Temple and that blab
Will Howard," ~(1)
Jeffers has been accused of being obscure in his.
diction. If he is obscure - it is the obscurity of "an un-
expected individualization of language." The obscurity is reallf r
much more with us than with the poet. We, as readers, should
use up to his level; for it is possible by diligent reading to
understand him.
Jeffers' originality extends itself even into his
(1) Solstice and Other Poems page 103
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punctuation. In a letter to Powell, Una Jeffers says, "He place 3
his marks to indicate if possible how the lines should be spoker.
with regard to rhythmns and expression with no conscious thought
of grammatical divisions".
Jeffers has an unusual feeling for words ; he is able
to build them into beautiful and effective phrases. One has
only to look at a single page of his poetry, to be convinced of
Jeffers* ability of expression. The following example is from
his poem, "Ghosts in England":
"The rags of lost races and beaten clans, nudging each
other, the blue lips cracking with joy, the fleshiest
Anticipatory fingers jabbing at the south. And on the
Welsh borders
V/ere dead men skipping and fleering behind all the hedged"
(1)
The poet's descriptions are always rich in adjectives
and indicate a keen interest in color; this may be seen in the
following passage from "Thurso's Landing":
"and Helen Thurso
Like a myth of dawn born in the west for once, glowing
rose through white all her smooth streaming body
Came through the foam and dragged beside her for a
morning star fainting and dull in the rose of dawn
That wisp of silver flesh and the water-darkened burden
of hair;
She stood panting, unable to speak, and Thurso
Pelt through his underconsciousness something morbid
and menacing
In blue-shadowed silver foiled upon glowing rose, agains^
the livid
Foam, the tongues of cobalt water, and the shark-fin gra^
Rocks of the inlet, for now the sun was clouded,
All colors found their significance." (2)
In his epithets the poet is always exact and effect-
ive: e.g. "half-innocent Tamar", "the proud-necked stallion",
(1) Give Your. Hearts To The Hawks volume page 144
(2) Thurso's Landing page 66

"the idiot Jenny Cauldwell" • He makes much use of metaphor,
simil£*j, and the other figures of speech: e.g. "I am the blood-
stain on the doors ill of a crime"; "And life, the flicker of men
and moths and the wolf on the hill"; "She has a monkey in her
mind"; "ran like a stone falling"; "Over the hills the patient
noon was spilling silver down the night"; "Swift love, a spring-
time swallow from the south came flying and laughing"; "the
sweet and female sea"; "The leopard-footed evening has glided
oceanward", etc.
Jeffers ' imaginative powers are apparent in his des-
criptions. He has great visual power - ability to see the thing
as it really is and to record it as such. Also he has the power
of animating what he sees. An example of this "dramatic flair"
may be seen in his giving speaking parts to elements of nature
as "The First Grass". (1)
Not only has Jeffers* imagination visual and animating
qualities, but it also has what Powell calls "a tremendous cosmi{
sway". His vision soars beyond the centuries and ages back to
the origin of the universe, and speeds into the future beyond
humanity with its burden of good and evil to the time when the
earth and sun will die. "He cries across space to the future
men of far planets."
"This vast vision of a waxing, v/aning universe in whiff
the breed of men is a struck spark and all times past and future
are one, proceeds from a scientific, historical, cosmic, imagina
tion. Its progress is from the immediate to the distant; from
(1) Californians page 154
'
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the poet's personality, his house and children and trees and
poems to the significance of the Pacific coast in the westward
migration, then to the fall of our civilization, end of the
earth, death of the solar system, on and on into sj^ace. And
this sweeping imaginative vision unmistakably colors Jeffers 1
style. ' (1)
That the style of Jeffers 1 verse is most original
and unique has been seen 1. in his rare system of prosody, his
skillful use of alliteration, his unusual diction which is
based on an extensive vocabulary and an ability to concoct
beautiful and effective phrases, and in the "visual, animating
cosmic qualities" of his imagination.
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 100

CHAPTER VII
PHILOSOPHY
Robinson Jeffers is a fearless seeker of truth, Man
from the beginning of time has always sought truth, but in his
search for answers to the ultimate questions - "Who am I, why
am I here and where am I going" - he has allowed himself to be
distracted, by such things as art, religion and the very progres
of civilization. (1) This poet, however, in his passionate
need to understand life as a whole refuses to be distracted .
Host poets have been content to versify the pains and joys that
man encounters in his search for distractions - so that he can
forget the problems of his presence here in the universe. "But
now into these constellations of lyricists and dramatists,
Robinson Jeffers swims like a steaming sun: A dark sun, it is
true, giving out no light and consuming itself in its own heat
While others are more or less decorative}|y
ctiltivating the human- garden, Jeffers is struggling in an agony
to smelt dov/n time, space and God himself inside one fiery skull
though failing tragically to extract a single ray of the pure
perception that he craves." (2)
He wants desperately to know the meaning of life;
and he is ever aware of his ignorance about it. '"Certainly it
(1) See "Robinson Jeffers" by Lawrence S. Morris: The New
m 9s^A16 > 1928
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is hopeless' , he writes; 'no ma*\-- down all the blind millenium
has known anything, no, not a scrap, not a dust grain.' It is
his human avowal of ignorance and his need to understand that
gives dignity to his passion." (1)
Although it is human to seek truth, it is his very
humanity, Jeffers realizes, that prevents his attaining it.
Man when seen in Jeffers 1 imagination from remote stars is really
insignificant in this universe, but he considers himself as
significant. He is so occupied with himself that he cannot be
a disinterested seeker of truth; and truth can only be gained by
the disinterested. This attachment of man to himself seems
terrible to this poet, because of man's great need to know the
truth. So in his poetry he is seeking some means to break out
of humanity - "to slit eyes in the mask of humanity". "Like
a bright hair of fire shining from Jeffers' second published
volume, Californians
,
to his latest, we find this refrain -
'breaking out of humanity'. In this one phrase,
is concealed the poet's entire philosophy of life."
(2)
In order to express his philosophy Jeffers has invented
a language of his own. "And the reader who is unaware that, in
these vivid and cruel tales of incest, murder, and ghosts, he is
moving in a world of symbols will carry away an impression
merely of morbid concern with pathological states or of an out-
rageous savagery toward human passions. For the very delights
(1) L. Morris in New Republic
,
May 16, 1923
(2) Gilbert's Shine Perishing Republic page 33
ri
of humanity that for most men are the incense of life, Jeffers
finds a smoke in his eyes, obscuring and concealing from him
the other than human brains and atoms alike." (1)
Jeffers in a letter tells us that incest in his
poetry is a symbol for racial introversion . (2) It represents
man in love with himself, and to the poet love that "turns in-
ward" is the opposite of love; a chao^tic evil, not only self
but all-destructive. Says Hildegarde Flanner "It is necessary
to point out that his painful motifs of introversion are in-
tended as racial symbols of the same evil, on a broader and
more fatal plane, that of civilization turning in upon itself".
(3) His Orestes in "The Tower Beyond Tragedy" succeeds in
breaking out of humanity and thus is beyond tragedy. Tamar, a
symbol of humanity drawn in upon itself, brings destruction to
herself and many others. Barclay in The Women At Point Sur
tries to break out of humanity as Orestes did, but he fails
when he tests incest with his daughter as a means of liberation
from both good and evil.
Because of his use in his poetry of abnormal themes,
such as incest, Jeffers has been most severly criticised by
some critics, Benjamin De Casseres throws interesting light on
this characteristic of Jeffers: "Jeffers and I were talking of
the literature of incest when Mrs. Jeffers said, 'Robin, when
will you quit using forbidden themes?' (Jeffers had just then
(1) Morris in New Republic May 16, 1928 page 388
(2) See Albert 1 s Bibl iography page 38
(3) Flanner "Jeffers and Milay" New Republic , Jan. 27,
1937

finished "Roan Stallion"). 'For ansv/er, Robin smiled - a smile
enigmatic and unanswerable, a smile that came nearer to the
smile of Mona Lisa than any I have ever seen on the human face:
It seemed to say to me, 'I shall change my themes v/hen the
heart of man and woman changeth - which will not be tomorrow. 1 "
(1)
Incest as a theme has been used by many writers,
for it is a complex that has great tragic and dramatic possibili
ties. (2) But it is dangerous and forbidden material and only
the hands of a great artist can shape it so that it rises above
the pornographic. This Jeffers succeeds in doing. "You must see
from the heights of the gods to nortray what goes on in Hell."
(3)
The philosophy that Jeffers has evolved in his search,
for truth is a blend of science and imagination. Science with
its new theories of life and the universe has affected markedly
the work of this poet. Some of our leading .astro-physcists
believe that the energy of the universe cannot renew itself,
and eventually the universe will die, while others insist that
in some way energy is renewed. Jeffers favors the latter theory
his view of the universe is that it is eternal and will not be
destroyed because energy renews itself. On the other hand he
does realize that things in the universe are undergoing change
and always will. The galaxies, the stars, and the planets will
all die and renew themselves., in a continual process of change .
The earth is one of the ephemeral heavenly bodies, and the poet
(1) De Casseres in Bookman , Nov. 1927
(2) Aeschylus, Sophocles", Shelley, Wagner, Shakespeare and
others have used incest as theme.
(3) De Casseres in Bookman, Nov. 1927

speaks of the time before the earth's crust cooled and hardened
and he "believes that as the earth's orbit leads it further
away from the sun, the ice caps of the polar regions will grad-
ually cover all the earth. A good illustration of this belief
on the part of Jeffers is to be had in the words of the propheti
Cassandra,
"You have seen a white cloth
Cover the lands from the north and the eyes of the lends
and the claws of the hunters,
The mouths of the hungry v/ith snow
Were filled, and their claws
Took hold upon ice in the pasture, a morsel of ice was thefl.
catch in the rivers,
The pure white quietness
Waits on the heads of the mountains, not sleep out death,
will the fire
Of burnt cities and ships in that year warn you my enemies
The frost, the old frost,
Like a cat with a broken-winged bird it will play with you
It will nip and let you go; you v/ill say it is gone, but
the next
Season it increases: 0 clean, clean
White and most clean, colorless quietness,
Without trace, without trail, without stain in the garment
drawn down
From the poles to the girdle " (1)
Science has not only influenced his idea of the
universe, but also his view of humanity. The extent and nature
of the descriptions of the universe which science has given us
have deprived man of the central place in the scheme of things
and made him an incidental or even an accidental part of the
universe. Man from the scientific point of view seems totally
insignificant; yet man still looks upon himself as significant
and as the measure of all things. The poet, however, sees man
as of little consequence:
(1) The Tower Beyond Tragedy" Roan Stallion volume page 5&
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"The earth was the world and man was its measure, but our
minds have looked
Through the little mock-dome of heaven the telescope-slotted
observatory eye ball, there space and multitude came in
And the earth is a particle of dust by a sand-grain sun, los -
:
in a nameless cove of the shores of a continent.
Galaxy on galaxy, innumerable swirls of innumerable stars,
endured as it were forever and humanity
Came into being, its tv/o or three million years are a mo-
ment, in a moment it will certainly cease out from
being
And galaxy on galaxy endure after that as it were forever".
(1)
Jeffers also shows his scientific training by. his
belief in evolution with respect to man's development from the
apes. He calls men "the apes that walk like herons" and says
of man that he is "the bald ape's by-shot". Further, the poet
believes that the process of evolution is fortuitous - life
to him is a chance accident, and conditions on earth will soon
make it impossible for life to continue. He cites all sorts
of possibilities that may end life on this earth: the sun may
die, the earth may retreat too far from the sun, a star may hit
the earth, the earth T s crust may crack and suck life into her
molten bosom, etc.
Man is unique in the universe because he is conscious
this consciousness gives him the ability "to dream and suffer
exquisitely". It incorporates "an atomic center of power" which
he calls the spirit. Jeffers, however, does not believe that
the human spirit, mind or soul is the only real and lasting
thing, nor that it should be used to measure the universe. Rathe p
to this poet, man's mind is transitory and is the product and
not the measure of the external v/orld. The poet's idea that
(1) "Margrave" page 135-136 Thurso j s Landing volume

consciousness is a terrific burden is seen in the following
lines from "Margrave":
"But man is conscious
He brings the world to focus in a feeling brain,
In a net of nerves catches the splendor of things,
Breaks the somnabulism of nature His distinction per
haps
,
Hardly his advantage* To slaver for contemptible pleasure
And scream with pain, are hardly an advantage.
Consciousness? The learned astronomer
Analyzing the light of most remote star-swirls
Has found them - or a trick of distance deludes his prism -
All at incredible speeds fleeing outward from ours.
I thought, no doubt they are fleeing the contagion
Of consciousness that infects this corner of space.
So, I thought, the rumor
Of human consciousness has gone abroad in the world,
The sane uninfected far-outer universes
Flee it in a panic of escape, as men flee the plague
Taking a city: for look at the fruits of consciousness." (1)
Critics have compared Jeffers with the philosophers
of "eternal recurrence", from Pythagoras to Nietzche. "It is th
Zarathustrian idea of world-without-end which finds expression
in these lines:
'For someone
Whispered into my ear when I was very young, some serpent
whispered
That what has gone returns ; what has been, is ; what will
be , was ; the future
Is a farther past; our times he said fractions of arcs of the
great circle;
And the wheel turns, nothing shall stop it nor destroy it,
we are bound on the wheel,
We and the stars and the seas, the mountains and the Buddha. 1
(2)
We have already seen that Jeffers, the philosopher,
looks upon the universe as eternal and permanent, and character-
ized by constant change. Add to this his concept time (as a
(1) Thurs
o
| s Landing pages 136 and 137
.(2) Powell's Jeffers page 170. quotation from "Point Pinos
and Point Lobos" - one of Jeffer's lyrics which may be
found in Roan Stallion volume page 240
i1
wheel with the future followed by the past and the past by the
future^ ad infinitum) and v/e can easily understand the fatalistic
determinism that is characteristic of Jeffers 1 philosophy. The
poet apparently feels sure of man's inability to change the coura
of events.
"The mountain ahead of the world is not forming but fixed.
But the man's words would be fixed also,
Part of that mountain, under equal compulsion; under the
same present compulsion in the iron consistency." (1)
In his narratives fatalism is what usually determines
the tragedies. "With steady and sure feet, it overtakes its
victims. - "Fatality is of the essence of tragic beauty, and no
where have I found it, more completely and clearly expressed
than in 'Tamar'. There is only one tragedy in the whole world's
literature that I would rank with 'Tamar' from the angle of
fatality - and that is the 'Oedipus Rex 1' of Sophocles." (2)
In his picture of the universe Jeffers includes a
ruler who is the governing force of the system. Although he
does not believe in the God of his fathers, he is not an atheist.
He believes in one God, although it is an unorthodox conception
of a Deity.
"There is one power, you may call it God to the vulgar,
Exists from eternity unto eternity, all the protean phenomena,
All forms, all forces of things
And all the negligible lightnings of consciousness
Are made of that power." (3)
The poet does not always call this pov/er "God."; he
uses many other names such as "Great enough", "omniscular spirit'
(1) "Meditation On Saviors" in Cawdor volume page 158
(2) De Casseres in Bookman , Nov. 1929
(3) Women At Point Sur
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"the one Eye", "Fate", "Holy Spirit", etc. Furthermore, his
God is omnisecular - everything is part of God and God is part
of everything, Powell tells us that from this it is easy to
understand why Jeffers "believes it is ridiculous to transform
the universe into an anthropocentric system. "For the God is
essentially unhuman; humanity is a product of the God, not a
measure of it." (1) Yvotft Winters says that nature and God are
the same thing to Jeffers, and what the poet means by nature is
"a kind of self-sufficient mechanism, of which man is an off-
shoot, but from which man is cut off by his humanity: - there
is consequently no mode of communication betv/een the conscious-
ness of man and the mode of existence of God. God is praised
adequately by the screaming demons that make up the atom. Man
if he accepts this dilemma, as necessary, is able to choose be-
tween two modes of action: he may renounce God and rely on his
humanity, or he may renounce his humanity and rely on God." (2)
Jeffers has chosen and advocates the latter alternative.
This wild unhuman God of Jeffers is associated with
Beauty (3) His is a faith in an omnisecular, aesthetic power or
principle
.
"For the essence and the end
Of his labor is beauty, for goodness and evil are two things
and still variant, but the quality of life as of death an|<(l
of light
As of darkness is one, one beauty, the rhythm of that Wheel,
and who can behold it as happy and will praise it to the
people." (4)
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 159
(2) Winters in Poetry Feb. 1930
(3) See "Ode On Human Destinies" page 201 Californians
(4) "Point Pinos n and"Point Lobos"page 241 of Roan St allion
volume

But his God is something more; "Jeffers goes beyond
light and apparent beauty to the great dark vast of the universe
wherein the gal£5Mes aimlessly drift." (1) His identification
of night or darkness with beauty is seen in "Point Pinos and
Point Lobos":
"Turned from creation, returned from the beauty of things to
the beauty of nothing, to a nihilist simplicity,
Content with tv/o elements, the wave and the cloud, and if
one were not there then the other were lovelier to turn to
And if neither ... 0 shining of night, 0 eloquence of sile
the mother of the stars, the beauty beyond beauty." (2)
The universe to Robinson Jeffers is a universe of
light and darkness, eternal pov/er and substance and constant
change - "all of which is God and God is it".
In regard to man's role in the universe, Jeffers
believes that he is part of the substance of the universe - one
of the many forms that the atomic substance of the universe has
taken.
Although man is of the essential stuff of the univers
the material of his body is as real as the stuff of the stars,
"as a grouping man's body ( and dependent mind ) is far less en-
during than the inhuman matters of the earth. From this we can
see Jeffers* love for granite; it is more permanent than nan -
it is inhuman." (3)
Jeffers in a letter to Powell says, "But the Indian
feeling that the world is illusory and the soul - the I - makes
it, is very foreign to me. The world seems to me immeasurably
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 155
(2) Roan Stallion volume page 236
(3) Powell's Jeffers page 158
tice,
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the more real." (1) He rejects all antropomorphic theories
and identifies himself with the inhuman outside world. Thought,
he believes, exisbs only inside man's skull and v/ith the passing
of man it will disappear.
Jeffers does not believe in personal immortality.
He calls immortality "a ridiculous dream" in which millions and
millions of human souls go "to roost permanently in the "eternal
heaven of the Christian myth." The belief that death ends all
is very strong with this poet. Despite this, he does not con-
sider death an evil, but rather a good which is worthy of
appreciation; for he believes that at death one becomes inhuman
and joins the external world, and gets rid of the burden of
consciousness. The following passage describing the death of
Margrave's son, illustrates this view of death:
"At last the jerked hemp snapped the neck sideways
And bruised the cable of nerves that threads the bone rings;
the intolerably strained consciousness in a moment
changed.
It v/as strangely cut in two parts at the noose, the head's
Consciousness from the body's; both were set free and
flamed; the head's with flashing paradisal light
Like the wild birth of a star, but crying in bewilderment
and suddenly extinguished; the body's with a sharp
emotion
Of satisfied love, a wave of hard warmth and joy, that ebbed
cold on darkness
then consciousness wandered home
from the cell to the molecule, was utterly dissolved and
changed;
Peace was the end of the play, so far as concerns humanity.
Oh, beautiful capricious little savior,
Death, the gay child with the gypsy eyes, to avoid you for
a time I think is virtuous, to fear you is insane." (2)
The poet believes that at death the stuff of our
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 158
(2) "Margrave" Thurso ' s Landing page 146 and 147

bodies dissolves into the matrix. Death he welcomes as a re-
lease from the terrific pain of consciousness. However, science
will not allow him to believe that death will give him the
peace he desires; he wants complete annihilation and science say
that is impossible. (1) He does not care for the idea that
his ruins will be resurrected as perhaps part of someone else's
body, but he realizes that his need for complete annihilation
will not be satisfied because science says there is no annihila-
tion but only change*
Our discussion of the poet's view of the universe anc
man's part in it leads us quite naturally to a consideration of
what Jeffers looks upon as ultimate values in this life. Al-
though he believes that life is accidental, he does maintain
that there are certain valxies in this world. One of these is
pain . Pain is part of our consciousness or, in other words, is
the penality that we have to pay for our consciousness. Pain,
terrible, real, and necessary runs through all of Jeffers' verse
he actually seems obsessed with it.
"Pain is the solidest thing in the world, it has hard edges,
I think it has a shape and might be handled,
Like a rock worn with flat sides and edges, harder than
rock." (2)
Compared to pain the other fruits of consciousness,
pleasure and joy, are unimportant, because they are fleeting
and are not always with us as pain is:
"There's not a pleasure in the world not paid for,
And the pain to the pleasure is sun to candle.
(1) See "Shakespeare's Grave" in Give Your Hearts To the
Hawks volume
(2) Tnurs o 's Landing page 90
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Joy never kills, you know the most violent joy
Never drove anyone mad. Pain kills, and pain drives mad;
and extreme pain can feed for days
On the stretched flesh; the extremes of pleasure rot in two
minutes." (1)
Sexual pleasure is just as ephemeral to Jeffers as
any other pleasure; also he believes it is followed by ultimate
pain and suffering. Powell declares that despite Jeffers
'
partiality to sexual themes, the poet "attaches no value to the
pleasures realized therefrom. Because it is an act by which
consciousness is perpetuated and because it often corrupts hones
strength; if this pleasure is delightful in its immediacy, it
is contemptible in its implications and results". (2)
Since life is painful, Jeffers attaches great value
to strength that is able to bear pain. Almost all of his char-
acters bear pain. Reave Thurso is an outstanding example of
courage and fortitude in enduring pain. Crippled by an accident
he suffers terrific torture rather than commit suicide. He
realizes that pain is an important value and that one should
bear it.
Since life holds nothing better than pain and suffering,
one can easily see why the poet desires annihilation. Peace wil
come with the absence of desire and pain, and this will come at
death with the loss of consciousness. Death will not give him
the annhiliation he so passionately desires, but at least it wil
bring peace because it ends consciousness. In his lyrical
(1) Cawdor page 100
(2) Powell's'" Jeffers page 172
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poem "Night", the poet reveals that although he accepts life witjp.
its pain he is looking forward to the promise of peace in death,
"And I and my people, we are willing to love the four-score
years
Heartily; but as a sailor loves the 3ea, when the helm is
for harbor." (1)
If death is such a "huge gift" to Jeffers one wonders
why he does not commit suicide. It seems to the writer that
Jeffers' looks upon suicide as a cowardly way out; although he
longs for death, taking one's life he believes is admitting de-
feat. Cawdor and Reave Thurso rather than commit suicide bear
terrific pain. Something of the poet's attitude against suicide
as the way out of pain is seen in Reave Thurso's words to his
wife, Helen^who wishes him out of his pain:
"Have you death for sale, you talk like
a salesman.
Every fool knows it's pleasant to rot in peace
After a long pain but that's not the question.
I saw a nigger boxer in Monterey one night,
Cut all to pieces,
Sail on up the wind of fists, beaten and blinded,
Vomiting blood: he needed only let down
His knees onto the canvas and be at peace,
He wouldn't do it. I say I cared for that man;
He was better than a better fighter." (2)
However, Jeffers does realize that often suicide
may be necessary - depending on the circumstances. In "George
Sterling's Death" he pays high tribute to the California poet
who ended his own life:
"The sweetest voice has desired silence, the eyes
Have desired darkness, the passion has desired peace.
He that gave, and not asked
But for a friend's sake, has taken
One gift for himself." (3)
(1) Roan Stallion volume page 85
(2) Thurso ' s Landing page 87
(3) "George Sterling's Death" Cawdor page 152
Ii
In a prose letber Jeffers says that he, Sterling,
was not guilty of a fault in commit Ing suicide. He had the
right to chose to continue his life or end it "because he had no
dependents. (1) In other words, although Jeffers wants death
he does not believe it is virtuous to take a short cut to it
unless circumstances make it necessary or give you the right to
chose
.
Life and consciousness to Jeffers are not important
because of pain that is their fruit. But pain being necessary
must be endured, and so he places great value on courage and
strength to bear pain. And because eventually death comes
with the end of consciousness he can endure the strife of this
world.
"No life
Ought to be though important in the weave of the world
whatever it may show of courage or endured pain;
It owns no other manner of shining, in the broad gray eye
of the ocean, at the foot of the beauty of the mountains
And skies, but to bear pain; for pleasure is too little, our
inhuman God is too great, thought is too lost." (2)
Much of this poet's philosophy is the result of his
unsocial nature. In our discussion of his life we noted his de-
sire for isolation and his dislike of society. Jeffers has al-
ways preferred nature to man. He believes that civilization is
degrading, and he calls it "a transient sickness". He looks upon
man hemmed into cities, as indicative of the degeneration of thijs
world. Cities are dens of evil to him. His latest volume of
poetry Solstic e is largely an attack on our cities and our
civilization.
(1) See Albert's Bibliography page 145
(2) Thurso's Landing page 84

He, himself, wants to get as far away from man as
possible; lie wants an ideal situation between man and nature
where neither one is dominant over the other:
"Yet I hold it sure that the burden of unsubjected
Unvas sailed dominions nerves the heart in a man
He is best who unsubduably strives
With unsubduable nature; the happiest he
Who has tribute of water and earth, yet no whole
conquest." (1)
With men crowded into cities, thus supporting a de-
cadent civilization, all values and desires are fixed inward.
Man considers himself important. This is all wrong in view of
the light science throws on the universe. This racial in-
troversion or the love of man for himself, is symbolized in his
poetry by incest. What Jeffers is trying to do is to turn man
from love of himself to an appreciation of the universe of
which man is just an insignificant part.
Jeffers 1 philosophy, a blend of science and imagina-
tion, is dependent 1. on his faith in an inhuman universe in the
unsubconscious matrix of which man via death realizes relative
peace or freedom from painful consciousness, 2. on his unsocial
nature which holds that man though in s oneway s one of the nobler
animals has not like the hawks the value of rareness, and 3. on
his belief that man's very humanity makes useless his seeking
of truth.
Jeffers, however, is not a reformer; rather he is an
idealist. He "has consecrated his poetry to the idealistic
(1) "Dream of the Future" Californians page 174
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task of taking humanity beyond itself, freed of its pain,
imto the relatively peaceful heart of a beautiful and universal
God." (1)
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 173

CHAPTP1R VIII
CONCLUSION
By way of recapituation the following ought to be
said: Robinson Jeffers owes much to his cultured parents from
whom he inherited fine physical and mental powers and through
whose aid he received a thorough education here and abroad.
His cultural and scientific training developed within him the
powers of observation and self-expression. His religious
training proved an negative influence because of his reaction
against the orthodox faith of his parents.
When the problem of his love affair with Una Kuster
was solved by marriage, the Jeffers' made their home in Camel,
California where they still live and which region has been the
setting of many of Jeffers' poems.
Jeffers, always has been reserved, self-conscious
and shy. He does not care for social activities, but rather
prefers the life of a recluse. Few people have had the pri-
vilege of his friendship, but it is significant that those who
have are the ones who sing the highest praise of his poetry.
His early verse was in a traditional and unoriginal
style. With the publication of his third volume he begins to
develop his more original and characteristic style. Whereas
in his early work he was content to sing of the despair of love
f
rand the nobility of the cojnmon folk, in his later work, due
largely to his post-war disillusionment, he turns against man-
kind and preaches the gospel of freedom from humanity. He covers
a tremendous range, past, present, and future, and draws his
inspiration from many sources, the classics, the Bible, history,
science, current events, nature, etc.
He has written both narratives and lyrical poetry.
His narratives are new versions of classical and Biblical themes
b
and the best of these poems are those which have the Carmel re-
gion for their setting. "Those poems relate the violent ends
which befall human beings tormented by desire and pain. They
are studies in morbid psychology, dream ridden. Their chief
fault is romantic excess". (1) Nature, he uses as a background
for his dramas, and his description of nature is so detached,
accurate, and vivid that it "dwarfs the protagonists, but also
dignifies them".
His lyrics are more artistic productions because of
their restraint, lack of romantic excess, and more even quality
of diction. All his poetry is serious and is more or less filled
with his unique philosophy. His unusual style is seen in his
flexible system of prosody, his effective use of alliteration,
his superb diction which is based on an extensive vocabulary and
a rare ability of combining words into effective and suggestive
phrases, and in the visual, animating, cosmic qualities of his
imagination.
His scientific training, knowledge of history and
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 173
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his own lively imagination unite to produce a most unusual
philosophy. Man he believes is an accidental part of a tre-
mendous, eternal, and ever changing universe. Although there
is no personal immortality for man, death at least brings him
relief from pain which makes life almost unbearable. Man can
only gain dignity through his endurance of suffering, for strength
to endure life and the unconsciousness of death are the signi-
ficant things for man.
Our civilization is decadent because it is based
on an ayvtropomorphic conception of the universe and is centered
in corrupt cities. Gradually it is being undermined by war and
vice, and eventually the whole structure will fall to ruins.
He is not a reformer but an idealist who desires men to turn
from their self-worship to an appreciation of the greater in-
human universe. "Although he believes humanity to be a short-
lived freak in a mechanistic show, he affirms that life is real
and now _is, and that we may attain dignity by strength and self
control. His is an unsocial nature, but nevertheless he is
sympathetic with man in his plight (1)
The critics who have refused to concede Jeffers a
place among our great contemporary American poets, accuse him
of being cfcfccure, pornographic, and overly didactic. Also they
are against his philosophy with its unorthodox faith, view of
the universe, and values. The writer does not contend that
Jeffers' poetry is without fault, but he does believe that his
(1) Powell's Jeffers page 171
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verse is of such a quality as to make him worthy of being con-
sidered one of the leading poets of the day.
If Jeffers is obscure in his diction, it is the
obscurity of "an unexpected individualization of language n «
Moreover, the obscurity is really much more with us as readers than
with the poet. We should rise to his level, for it is possible
by diligent reading to understand him. To accuse Jeffers as
having pornographic intentions in view of our knowledge that he
is using sexual themes as symbols to expound his philosophy, and
that he looks upon sexual pleasure as replusive, is to do him
an injustice. However, he is working with dangerous tools and
in spite of his best intentions it may be possible that occasion^
ally he does approach the pornographic. There are passages in
his poetry which if isolated from the rest of the poem come closi
to this fault. The poet, however, intended that his poems shouljtjl
be read as a whole, and when this is done the pornographic
possibilities in the passages are lost.
That Jeffers is didactic in his poetry can not be
denied, but that he is overly didactic can be refuted. Teaching!
does not destroy the art of poetry, provided it is done artistiq
ally. In some of Jeffers* poems his didacticism does interfere
with his artistry, but this is not the usual occurrence. A
greater number of his poems show a skillful blending of his
artistic powers and his d.esire to teach. Much of his teaching
is achieved indirectly and objectively through the action and
speech of his characters. On the other hand, when Jeffers,

himself, steps into a narrative to expound his philosophy, he
does it opportunely and skillfully; the action is not delayed,
the philosophical passage is well related to the story, and is
expressed in exquisite poetry.
Although the writer does not care to accept the con-
clusions that Jeffers, the philosopher
;
makes, he does believe
In the poet's sincerity. Working from legitimate premises, the
poet's scientific mind abetted by his imagination has evolved
a philosophy, which even if it is radically different from our
usual philosophies may be just as true.
Whether we accept his philosophy or not should not
affect his right to be considered a great poet. There are
many other characteristics of Jeffers' verse that earn him the
right: 1. a fertile and energetic imagination 2. a rich and
extensive vocabulary 3. unusual prosodical effects 4. an ex-
ceptional pov/er of imagery 5. a rare ability of making poetry out
of science and 6. the ability to take dangerous and forbidden
material and produce artistic creations.
Most of the misunderstanding of Jeffers' poetry
arises from the fact that he is more talked about than read.
It has been the privilege of the writer to read almost all of
Jeffers' poetry, and if his appreciation of Robinson Jeffers,
as a poet, seems over-enthusiastic, it at least is utterly
sincere
.
-./.)-
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